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Alexander charged with practicing without license
Has psychology doctorate but is
not licensed as psychologist in
Commonwealth of Kentucky
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After two months of investigating,
state police charged Murray's Steven
Alexander with nine counts of practicing psychology without a license.

bond Sunday evening, a jail spokesman
said this morning.
KSP Sgt. Brent White had been
investigating activities associated with
Alexander's contracted psychological
examinations for Calloway District
Court cases, most often hearings to
determine whether a person is considered, disabled. Complaints about
Alexander from Calloway District
Judge Jeanne Carroll and Calloway
County Attorney David Harrington
prompted KSP to initiate its investiga-

Alexander, 56, who has a psychology doctorate, is not licensed as a psychologist in Kentucky. according to a
release from Kentucky State Police
spokesman Trooper Barry Meadows.
Alexander was arrested at 3:06 p.m.
Sunday and posted the $6.000 cash

lion in October.
release. State police said Alexander
In
2004,
failed to disclose to Calloway District
Alexander voluntarCourt the previous voluntary compliily agreed to cease
ance agreement with the AG's office.
practicing psycholE-mail and phone messages left for
ogy when his crethe Kentucky. Board of Licensed
dentials were found
'Professional Counselors administrator
not to be in compliwere not returned before press time
ance with state law
today. That board issues credentials to
and were quesqualified candidates, which Alexander
Alexander
tioned
by
the
said he was, and has the authority to
Kentucky attorney
general's office, according to the KSP

•See Page 2A

Area again avoids
1 severe weather
Downed
trees on
roads,
power lines
reported
By TOM BERRY

Staff Writer
Once again Murray and
Calloway County seems to have
been spared the brunt of a large
storm front that swept several
states across the nation's midsection with heavy rains, high
winds, tornadoes, and even bli7-

tards.
Although a tornado watch
was in effect until 6 a.m. in the
Purchase . area.
Calloway
Emergency
Management
Director Jeff Steen said the
county suffered only slight damage from the winds. Downed
trees closed at least one roadway
and another tree fell against
power lines and knocked out
power to a small portion of the
county.
According to Calloway
County 911 dispatch, trees were
downed on Walston, Downing
and Swan roads. Greg Cherry,of
Calloway County Fire-Rescue,
said the department worked all
three locations with a fire reported from a tree downing a power
line on Walston Road.
Meanwhile. Keith Todd. pub-

lie information officer for the
Department of Transportation's
District I office in Paducah. said
minor wind damage overnight
closed Ky. 1836 between the 8and 9-mile markers. A DOT
work crew was sent to clear the
roadway of two trees earlier this
morning: however they had to
await the arrival of a work crew
from West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop that were called
out to remove power lines entangled in the trees.
The site is located in northwestern Calloway County
between the B.ackusburg community and the CallowayMarshall County line.
Steen said winds passing
through Calloway County were

II See Page 2A
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From left, Murray Fire Department's firefighter Gerald Claywell, Assistant Chief Jim
Shropshire, Lt. Ricky Walls and Chief Ricky Stewart are presented an appreciation
plaque for their "Fill the Boot Campaign 2005,- benefiting the Muscular Dystroph
y
Association.

Guard Goodbye KSP sends MFD honored for MDA
troopers to
boo
t
dri
ve, raised $2,300
Gulf Coast

The Paducah SurwAP

Kentucky Army National Guardsman Spc. Steven
Sanders hugs his wife Ashley Sanders during a departure ceremony for the Kentucky Army National
Guard's C Company, 2nd Battalion, 123rd Armor unit,
Sunday in Benton, Ky. The unit will go to Ft. Shelby,
Miss,, for further training and then be deployed overseas.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Twenty-nine Kentucky State
Police
officers
left
for
Mississippi on Sunday to assist
with law enforcement duties
along the hurricane-ravaged
Gulf Coast.
The troopers were sent to
Hancock County. Miss., at the
request of Mississippi law
enforcement. The troopers will
work 12-hour shifts to provide
services ranging from patrolling
to responding to calls for assistance, state police said in a
release.
"We have had many more
troopers volunteer than we are
able to send." said KSP
Commissioner Mark L. Miller,
who met with the troopers
before their departure.
Since the storm, state police
have
sent
personnel to
Mississippi and Louisiana to
provide law enforcement support and to assist with humanitarian efforts.
This is the third KSP group to
assist in Mississippi since
Hurricane Katrina struck.
A fourth group is scheduled
to head out next weekend to
replace their colleagues who left
Sunday, state police said. A fifth
detail also is being planned.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Fire Department was presented
with an appreciation plaque from the Muscular
Dystrophy Association to recognize the department's outstanding boot drive in. August. The
Murray Fire Department raised $2,300 for
"Jerry's Kids" during its "Fill The Boot"
Campaign 2005.
The Murray firefighters were commended
for their annual efforts as they play a major role

in the mission to find a cure for muscular dys.Ir9PhY.
- • - •
Proceeds from these events will fund
MDA's free patient services program. This
includes its clinic at Southeast Missouri
Hospital Outpatient Rehab in Cape Girardeau.
Funds will also be allocated for MDNs
worldwide research program seeking causes of
and treatments for 40 different muscle wasting
diseases affecting children and adults.

Study: CATS doesn't properly
measure all students progress
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's student testing program "inadequately" measures
the performance of many pupils
— particularly those with learning disabilities, according to a
recent study.
Test scores for most learning
disabled students in Kentucky
are also not being properly
reported, according to the study
by the Bluegrass Institute for
Public Policy Solutions in
Bowling Green.
"Kentucky's testing policy
continues to inadequately measure results with far too many of
the commonwealth's children
being left behind." according to
the report by Richard Innes, an
education analyst at the
Bluegrass Institute.
States are required by the

federal No Child Left Behind
Act to report pupils' and school
districts' performance annually.
while keeping a 2014 goal for
proficiency. There are a range of
potential consequences for public schools failing to meet yearly
progress goals for two or more
consecutive years.
Kentucky
uses
the
Commonwealth Accountability
Testing System in meeting the
state's federal NCLB requirements. It measures students in
reading and mathematics.
"Policies established by the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education allow. too many
schools to escape accountability
for the performance of their student subgroups," according to
the study.
An increasing number of
minority and learning disabled
students' progress is being over-
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looked by 'Kentucky's current
reporting - methods. according to
the report.
Because of the state's report- ing methods, more than 75 percent of Kentucky high schools.
56 percent of Middle schools
and 81 percent of elementary
schools were not held accountable for how their learning-disabled pupils performed in 2005,
the report claimed.
Among the reasonS, the
report claims, is that the CATS
test is equipped for measuring
an entire school's performance,
not small subsets of students.
"Such grossly inadequate
coverage of these special students — who number more than
100.000 statewide — is simply
unacceptable." the report said.
State education officials had
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Basket Boosters

PoliceLogs
Murray State University
Police Department
• Items were reported stolen from a
College Courts apartment at 12:49 p.m
Tuesday. A theft report was taken.
• A student at Public Safety reported her
cell phone missing at 4:27 p.m_ Tuesday.
She said she last had the phone in her
vehicle parked in the 15th Street lot. The
officer took a theft report.
• A bag of marijuana was found in the Hart
College lobby at 5:37 a.m. Wednesday.
Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station to report
an identity theft incident at 2:25 p.m.
Wednesday.
• John Lee. 19. of Murray. was arrested
Wednesday for first-degree arson and carrying a concealed deadly weapon.
• A fight was reported at 7:21 p.m.
Wednesday at Chestnut Park.
• A burglary was reported at 8:50 p.m.
Wednesday at 310 Woodlawn St.
• Movies were reported stolen from Movie
Gallery at 11.40 p.m. Wednesday. A green
Nissan was southbound on U.S. 641.

• Kevin E. Norswodhy, 19, of Murray, was
arrested Thursday for fourth-degree
assault, possession of marijuana and possession of drug parapherriplia
• An assault was reported at the Country
Hearth Inn at 7:20 p.m. Thursday. EMS
also responded to the hotel. An officer was
at 106 Spruce St. at 8:11 p.m. to follow up
on the assault.
• Larry W. Elkins, 45, of Murray, was
arrested Thursday for alcohol intoxication.
• A tailgate was reported stolen from
Kroger at 3:49 p.m. Friday.
• Someone came into the station to report
a theft at 7:39 p.m. Friday.
• Michael Wojciechowski, 26, of Murray,
was arrested at 12:53 a.m. Saturday. A
drunk person not in a vehicle was reported
at Spruce and Cherry streets. He was
charged with alcohol intoxication.
•An irate, drunk subject broke a window at
1100 County Cork Drive at 2:24 a.m.
Saturday.
•A laundry room at University Heights was
vandalized at 12:35 p.m. Saturday. Extra
patrol near the laundry room there as well

as the manager's office was requested.
• A burglary was reported at 1405 Dudley
Drive at 3:15 p.m. Saturday.
• A fight was in progress at 3:39 p.m.
Saturday at 407 1/2 N. Fourth St.
• Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room personnel reported an assault
at 5:55 p.m. Saturday.
• A female subject was assaulted at WalMart at 11:47 p.m. Saturday.
• A burglary report was made at 7:20 a.m.
Sunday at Warner Animal Clinic at 1613
Wiswell Road.
• Someone came into the station to report
a wallet lost or stolen at 1:46 p.m. Sunday.
• A burglary was reported at 2:55 p.m
Sunday at 503 1/2 Poplar St.
• A gas drive-off was reported at the BP
station on U.S. 641 North at 11:11 p.m
Sunday.
•Someone was hit and a wallet was stolen
at August Moon at 11:22 p.m. Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and.citations from various agencies.

State retirement fund faces chronic underfunding
Photo Provided
The annual Murray Band Booster Citrus Sale began
at the Nov. 14 band parents meeting. Band parents
Bella Raj(left) and Debby Ferguson were the winners
of fruit baskets. They are shown with Band Booster
president Steve White (center). To order oranges,
grapefruit, or fruit baskets see any Murray High Band
student or call Ferguson at 767-9129 or Kipphut at
753-8910. Orders can be accepted through Tuesday.
Proceeds benefit the band programs at the Murray
Middle School and Murray High School.

. FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The state retirement fund is estimated to he underfunded by
54.5 billion, or more than twice
. the annual state payroll. posing
another challenge for Gov. Ernie
Fletcher and lawmakers when
they prepare the next state budget.
For much of the past decade.
as governors and lawmakers
spent on more immediate concerns, they put too little money
into the Kentucky Retirement
Systems — a trend that can't
continue, said William Hanes.

•Weather ...
From Front
primarily straight-line winds that don't pose a tornado threat
"There was no rotation at all," he said. "We
also got a pretty good downpour of rain."
Robin Smith, a spokesman for the National
Weather Service office in Paducah, said this morning that Calloway received about a quarter-inch of
rainfall overnight with that amount expected to
rise during the day.
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins. who on
Thursday issued a burning ban in the county at the
request of Calloway County Fire-Rescue officials.
said the restriction would remain in effect until the
county receives at least 1 inch of rain or until he
orders the ban lifted. lie could not be contacted or
comment this morning.
According to reports this morning from the
National Weather Service. most Of the destruction
.caused by high v. inds took place in southern
Missouri.
Winds tip ,
r
rpph
ri 1;w,i• 1st

story house in Ripley, Mo. A 74-year-old man living on the second floor of the house was killed
while two individuals living downstairs were not
injured. Two mobile homes were damaged and
trees were down across the area. The damage took
place from around,10:35 to It p.m: Most reports
concerned trees down in the affected areas with
some blocking highways.
The storms that moved through the Purchase
area last night was part of a larger weather front
that affected the central portion of the country
causing blizzards in Colorado and. Kansas while
creating tornadoes in Arkansas, Texas, and other
areas, according to an Associated Press report.
Since early this morning, the storm front
moved into Kentucky's Penny,:rile area and southwest Indiana where hazardous conditions were
expected to continue through the early afternoon
with a slight chance that some storms could he
severe. However southeastern Missouri and all of
western Kentucky were forecast to see rain and
stroq winds along with a chance of thunderstorms most of the day today.

budget. and we will give serious
attention to funding issues related to the Kentucky Retirement
Systems. However, no decisions
have been made as we are still
examining funding requests for
all programs and agencies."
Under the state's retirement
plan, a state employee on a
$50,000 salary can retire after
27 years for a $29,700 pension
and free health insurance coverage. That continues until death.
The small group of employees in
hazardous jobs, such as police
officers, can retire sooner. The
state cannot reduce those benefits.
Few private employers still
offer such deals. Pensions largely have been replaced by selfmanaged investment accounts
that can run dry long before the
retiree dies. And retiree insurance coverage is one of the first
expenses to be dropped in lean
financial times,.
"The best benefit state
employees have is their retirement plan. If you can endure the
low wages and make it through
27 years, you have a good pension waiting for you," said
Charles Wells, executive director of the Kentucky Association
of State Employees. .

During the current two-yen'
budget, the state is expected to
contribute about $220 million
for pensions and retirees' insurance. State employees should
contribute about $289 million
for pensions. Overall, about $7.1
billion sat in the retirement systern's various accounts as of the
2004 audit.
Unfortunately. that's not
enough. Hanes said. The system's assets cover only 48 percent of its liabilities, he said.
Amon,g the problems:
•Insurance rates are up 91
percent since 2000, he said. The
retirement system does not
charge premiums. so it absorbs
all of that cost.
IIWall Street has slumped
over the same period. The retirement system invests in stocks
and bonds, and it counts on an
8.25 percent annual return. In
reality, it tends to get far less.
II1Kentucky's 'work force is
aging. Nearly 30,000 state
retirees tapping the system are
joined by thousands more every
year. In 2000, there were 2.2
state employees for every
retiree,: this year. it's 1.5
employees per retiree.
Underlying all of this i,
chronic underfunding.

•CATS ...
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executive director of the retirement system.
State government has about
51,000 eligible employees, with
an average age of 42 and a wave
of retirements expected to crest
in 2009. By law, the state must
honor its relatively generous
pensions and insurance for
retirees.
So it won't be retirees who
suffer if the money runs out.
Instead, other state spending
will be cut to cover the difference, Hanes told the Lexington
Herald-Leader for a story published Sunday.
Hanes wants an additional
$350 million. That puts him in
line with others, from nursing
home patients to higher education advocates. asking Fletcher
und, the legislature for more
money.
"I understand their dilemma," Hanes said recently. "But
they had to know. this problem
was coming. Where is their
long-term strategy to deal with
it'!"
Asked about the retirement
system last week, the governor's
office replied in writing that it
"is aware of the situation."
"We consider it an important
matter in consideration of a new

sive Floor time
available
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From Front

Kentucky's current CATS by the school districts." Gros,
system does measure learning said.,
not finished reviewing the entire disabled students in the aggreGross also criticized the
report and were not planning a gate. Gross said.
report. claiming it was biased
direct response,. Kentucky
"It is true that in schools against the state's education
Department — of • - Education-- --there- may-not-be--a-signifteant.-_department and officials
have
spokeswoman Lisa Gross said.
population to report for NCLB„ responded to similar claims in •
"There's.a lot wrong with it." but those schools are reported the past.
Gross said.
for CATS and they are reported

•License..
From Front
suspend or revoke credentials as
well as impose 'probationary
.conditions. according to KRS

Forecast
ill he partly cloudy
with lows in the mid 30s.
Tuesday will he partlycloudy
in the morning before becoming
mostly cloudy. Highs will he in
the mid 40s. Tuesday night will
he partly cloudy with lows in the
upper 20s.
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335.515. A license verification
search on the Kentucky Board of
Licensed
Professional
Counselors' Web site shows
Alexander was licensed in
Kentucky on April, 14, 2000.
In his investigation. White
learned Alexander had been
appointed to serve as the psychologist on the district court's
interdisciplinary review team
pertaining to disability hearings.
His work involved psychological exams or respondents in such
hearings and he reported his
findings to the court, according
to state police The results were

JL.
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used to help determine respondents' status as a disabled person. .
The nine
misdemeanor
counts for which White charged
Alexander pertain to psychological exams and reports filed with
Calloway District -Court from
November 2004 to November
2005. according to the release.
Details on the cases were not
released because they are confidential matters.
This is the second KSP investigation into matters related to
the confidential disability hearings. Also in October. White
investigated a complaint that
Calloway Circuit Court Clerk
Vicki Wilson released confidential records to Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
That investigation did not result
in any charges and state police
said at the time all involved parties cooperated.
On behalf of the count.
Elkins challenged whether the
fiscal court owed all of the
$7.000 it had paid in the last two
fiscal years for attorneys' fees
and mental evaluations in the
cases determining whether individuals need assistance in managing daily living tasks or financial matters. •
State law requires the count
government to pay fees in disability hearings when the subject in question is considered
poor. But Elkins questioned
whether Carroll was properly
qualifying people as poor.

Town Crier
NOTICE
III The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday. The agenda
includes contract discussions
for the laboratory medical
director and two physicians as
well as consideration of a risk
management plan. - - - - • II To report a Town Crier
itern, call 753-1916.
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Shoppers spend modestly
By ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) --- The
nation's retailers had a modest
start to the holiday shopping
season as consumers jammed
stores on Black Friday in higher
numbers than a year ago. but
seemed to lose interest once the
early-bird specials were over.
"There was a lot of hype. a
lot of promotions and lot of people, but the results were on the
lukewarm side," said Michael P.
Niemira, chief economist at the
of
Council
International
Shopping Centers. estimating
rhe News-Tnbune AP
that the weekend's sales were
down from a year ago.
Shoppers climb over each other to reach the 32 laptop
Analysts said there was computers that are on sale at Puyallup, Washington's
heavy shopper traffic for the day
Hill Wal-Mart in Tacoma, Wash,
after Thanksgiving — known as South
surge
the
because
Friday
Black
season by not offering enough Waugh said the company was
Denver PostAP
pushes
supposedly
shoppers
of
discounts, was back in the game, pleased with results for the
Trucker Bob Harrower, of Grand Junction, Colo., puts chains on his truck at the stores into profitability for the attracting hordes of shoppers in sseekend, and cited such bestdangertravel
make
to
begins
storm
Eisenhower/Johnson Memorial Tunnels as a winter
year. But consumers apparently the pre-dawn hours Friday with selling bargains as Mattel Inc.'s
lost their enthusiasm.
discounted TVs and{)VD -play- Barbie Fashion Mall and--MGA's
ous near Georgetown, Colo., on Sunday evening.
"If you give Americans a bar- ers. Its efforts appeared to.have Bratz doll styling head.
gain, they will get up whatever paid off; it reported better-than
Preliminary figures from
time to take advantage of it. But expected sales Friday and esti- ShopperTrak RCT Corp.. which
I don't think this weekend mated that November sales at monitors sales at more than
turned out to be as big as retail- stores open at least a year would 45,000 retail outlets, found that
ers hoped." said C. Britt be up 4.3 percent.
business dropped off dramaticalBeemer, chairman of America's
J.C. Penney Co. Inc. said ly on Saturday. resulting in the
Research Group. based in traffic and sales over the week- weekend's results being weaker
•
Charleston, S.C.
end were better than expected. than a year ago. Actual results
Wal-Mart Stores Inc., which hut didn't give details. Toys R for Saturday won't he available
. Blizzard conditions Arkansas late Sunday, Eincrgy spokesman James
DENVER (AP)
stumbled in the 2004 holiday Us Inc. spokeswoman Kathleen until later today.
wreaked havoc from Colorado to the Midwest, Thompson said.
topmph
In Texas, wind gusts of more than 50
and tornadoes ripped through Arkansas and
Kansas as a burst of treacherous weather damaged pled a 66-foot tall Christmas tree in Fort Worth
homes, turned roads into ice links and sent cars and fed grass fires that destroyed at least six
homes. No injuries were reported.
spinning off highways.
Dede Wilson said she was driving into downA driver was killed Sunday near Little Rock,
when she noticed the Douglas fir was no
town
wood
scattered
tornado
suspected
a
when
Ark.,
from a lumberyard across a highway and over- longer standing.
"I was like, where's the tree?" Wilson told the
turned cars, police said.
A 150-mile stretch of Interstate 70. the Major Fort Worth Star-Telegram for a story in today's
east-west corridor, was closed from Denver to the editions.
As much as 3 inches fell near Amarillo in north
Kansas-line. stranding travelers headed home after
Thanksgiving. Officials shut the highway after up Texas. the National Weather Service reported.
Cpl. Pam Jetsel, a sheriff's department spokesto 25 cars were involved in an accident as visibilwoman, said a fire that started west of Cleburne,
ity in the blowing snow dropped to nearly zero.
"We'll just go when it's safe. We have a four- Texas, spread north and burned 1.000 acres and
wheel drive vehicle but that doesn't make you any six homes. There were no immediate reports of
safer in this," said Julie Ward of Wichita. Kan., injuries.
Grass fires also were reported in north Texas —
who got one of the last rooms available at the
some of them reportedly sparked by power lines
Tyme Square Inn in Limon. Colo.
A blizzard warning was in effect until this after- downed by the strong winds.
"When the conditions are so dry and the wind
noon in three counties along the Nebraska border.
high, any kind of spark can he dangerous,"
so
is
stretched
travelers
for
spot
trouble
The biggest
from Colorado through Kansas. Nebraska and the said Tom Reedy. a spokesman. for the Denton
Dakotas, where blizzard conditions and freezing County Sheriff's Department.
In the Northwest, nine people were hospitalrain turned roads into icy swaths.
Drivers were stuck for miles around Fargo. ized, though none serio-usly, after a series of accidents on Interstate 5 about five miles north of
N.D.
"It is bumper to bumper." North Dakota Arlington. Wash. The accidents happened when a
Transportation Department district supervisor wave of rain and sleet blew through the area.
Rain delayed flights out of Chicago's O'Hare
Bruce Nord said. "There's slush on the road. It's
Airport up to an hour and a half
International
the
in
goes
one
When
traffic.
the
unbelievable,
just
Sunday morning. ehicago Department of Aviation
ditch, it takes three or four people along."
High wind or tornadoes destroyed at least eight spokeswoman Wendy Abrams said. Some 210.000
homes in Arkansas. Officials would assess_other passeng_ers were expected to pass through its conpsn ts Of damage today.
In Fort Riley. Kan., more than 30 homes were • Two cross-country skiers missing overnight
damaged when a tornado swept through town. near the Mt. Zirkel Wilderness about 25 miles
Fort spokesman Army Maj. Christian T. Kubik north of Steamboat Springs. Colo., were found in
good condition. Their names were not released.
said 17 families were left homeless.
Up to 18 inches of snow have fallen in that
"We were fortunate nobody was hurt," he said.
-pow er in arca, which is at about 7.5(X) feet in elevation. -AbOnt. -7.c0f1 homes were ys

Bad weather blankets
Midwest; twisters hit Ark.

rap tip A Portrait
3or Christmas!

Fatigue possible factor in Calif. bus wreck
SAN IA MARIA. Calif.(API
— Driver fatigue may have been
a factor when a Greyhound bus
drifted off a freeway and slid
into a tree, killing a pregnant'
woman and another passenger.
authorities said.
The driver had traveled from
Fresno to Los Angeles on
Saturday night. then left Los
Angeles shortly after 3 a.m.
Sunday.
He had been on the road for
about four hours when the bus
overturned, officials said.
"We do have • reason to
believe that driver fatigue may
have been a significant factor,"
said Lt. Dan Minor of the
California Highway Patrol.
Dozens of passengers among
the 44 people aboard the San
Francisco-bound bus were hurt

at least seven of them • with
major injuries. Two passengers
remained hospitalized, according to officials at Marian
Medical Center in Santa Maria.
- Faro Jahani, 50. of San
Martha
and
Francisco,
Contreras. a 23-year-old Santa
Maria resident who was seven

months pregnant. were killed in
the crash. Minor said. Rescuers
were unable to save Contreras'
fetus.
A preliminary investigation
gave no indication of mechanical problems. and the driver did
not appear to have been
impaired by alcohol or drugs.
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And the list goes
on and on and ...
of health insurance for school
FRANKFORT - The rule sit
personnel as well as state govthumb in state agencies is that
ernment employees and their
when they put together their
families.
budget requests for a new twoFletcher and lawmakers also
year spending cycle, they ask
for more than they expect to get face the task of balancing the
state Medicaid budget deficit
from the General Assembly.
Especially that amounts to more than $400
million this fiscal year alone.
when new
Even though the federal governtax revenues
ment picks up about 70 percent
are scarce,
of state Medicaid costs, the
agency
state's share has become nearly
budget
requests gen- impossible to pay. It's doubtful
that proposals to rein in
erally are
Medicaid spending will have
trimmed
much of an impact before the
twice, first
by the gover- fiscal year ends June 30 next
Agree Or nor who pro- year. .
An exploding prison populaposes the
Not
tion - that neither Fletcher nor
budget, and
. By Todd Duvall
finally by the the General Assembly is likely
Syndicated
to do anything to slow - transGeneral
Columnist
lates into tens of millions in
Assembly
additional funding to house and
that must
feed all those prisoners.
adopt the
4 And the list goes on and on.
budget.
The new funding the Council
So it is fairly safe to assume
the $141 million in new funding on Postsecondary Education is
seeking is aimed at giving
the Council for Postsecondary
Kentucky's universities a fundEducation is asking for univering level 5 percent higher than
sities and community colleges
the benchmark level at other
in the 2006-2008 budget repreinstitutions of similar site. most
sents a premium on what
in neighboring states.
Council members expect to
The 1997 legislation that crereceive when the budget passes
ated the Council and reformed
the legislature next year.
higher education governance in
(This, of course, assumes the
Kentucky set goals far higher
House and Senate can agree on
than parity with the benchmark
a budget by the time they must
schools. That's, especially true
adjourn next April. That has not
for the University of Kentucky
been the case in the last two
and University of Louisville.
budget sessions that ended in
which are supposed to aim for
deadlocks.)
national stature as research
Even though the $141 milinstitutions.
lion represents an increase in
A series of double-digit
higher education funding of
about 14 percent, it really isn't a tuition increases at UK. Uofl.
and the regional universities to
great deal of money when you
offset state appropriations cutconsider that it is spread among
all the four-year universities and backs at best have kept all of
them from falling measurably
the entire system of community
behind in their goals, but there
and technical colleges. .
still is a danger that the lofty
Its an even smaller_amoUnt
ambitions of that 1997 legislawhen you factor in the two
tion ultimately will be underbudget cycles in which higher
mined by lack of funding.
education was forced to cut
- --Even-iftletcher were to do
_1-vending considerably fo balthe wholly unexpected and ask
ance those budgets whe-a-the--legislators for higher taxes to
state's economy soured and tax
pay all these bills, the General
revenues plummeted as a result.
Assembly. many of whose
The problem for Gov. Ernie
members are up for re-election
Fletcher and then members of
wit year. W011.1_e_v_en.consider, _
the General Al.seiuhly. Mat
the possibility.
higher education will not be the
So the presidents of state
only segment or state go•ernuniversities are going to be
'tient seeking needed new
spending a lot of time at the
money. And the amount sought
will be far greater than whatever Capitol come January. trying as
best they can for a small piece
growth there is in tax revenue
of the limited amount of new
over the next two fiscal years.
revenue that will be available in
Holleman and secondary
the 2006-2008 budget.
education will he competing
with higher education for a big
Todd Duvall is editorial',age
chunk of new funding. Teachers
will expect - and desene - a pay editorfor The State Journal in
Frankfort.
raise both years, and looming
over everything is the high cost
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Pesticide Politics
By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press Writer
WATSONVILLE. Calif.(AP) — Farmer
Vanessa Bogenholm won't go near the pesticide methyl bromide even though it could
boost her strawberry harvest. But just down
the coast in Salinas. grower Tom Jones says
his berry farm can't survive without the
-powerful toxin.
The two farmers both help California
supply more than 85 percent of the nation's
strawberries, but they part ways when it
comes to methyl bromide, a soil fumigant
that an international treaty has banned as of
this year for all but the most critical uses.
Methyl .bromide continues in wide use •
because the Bush administration has convinced other treaty 'signatories that U.S.
farmers can't do without it — whether for
California berries, Florida tomatoes, North
Carolina Christmas trees or Michigan melons.
The treaty. called the Montreal Protocol,
haseted methyl bromide because it is
among chemicals that deplete the earth's
protective ozone layer.
It also can cause neurological damage.
hut methyl bromide's tenacity demonstrates
the difficulty of banishing a substance that
is wildly successful- at delivering-what-bothfarmers and consumers want: abundant,
pest-free and affordable produce.
The administration, at the urging of agriculture and manufacturing interests, is
pushing for continued treaty exemptions at
least through 2(8)8. and officials will not
commit to an enjing point.
The administration's "fervent desire and
goal" is to end methyl bromide's use, said
Claudia McMurray. a deputy assistant secretary of state. The exemption requests are
decreasing in the next two years, with golf
courses, for example. making the cut this
)ear but not next.
However. McMurray said, "I can't say to
)ou that each year the numbers of pounds
used) would automatically go down."
The reason is that agriculture does not
have a substitute that can match methyl
bromide's stunning efficiency at destroying
soil ytise4se and pests.
Odorless and colorless, methyl bromide
is a gas that usually is injected by tractor.
into soil before planting. then covered with
plastic sheeting to slow its release into the
air. Eradicating parasites and disease like
root rot, it results in a spectacular yield,
reduced weeding costs and a longer growing season.
But workers who inhale enough of the
chemical can suffer convulsions. coma and
neuromuscular and cognitive problems. In
rare cases, they can die.
Less is known about the long-term
effects of low levels of'contact, said Dr.
Robert Harrison, an occupational and environmental health physician at the
University of California, San Francisco.

AP News Analysis
the air
In Montreal Protocol negotiations, the
1 little dribble of poison is still poiadministration used a treaty provision
she said.
son,"
designed to prevent "market disruption," to
air monitoring detected elevated
After
States
United
the
leave
that
win exemptions
methyl bromide levels at the school four
37 percent shy of the phaseout required by
.years ago. county officials say they pressed
2005, with at least 10,450 tons of methyl
the grower. This fall he used a different
is
that
While
year.
this
exempted
bromide
down from some 28,080 tons used in 1991, chemical on the fields nearest the school.
.Even California's required buffer zones
this year's total is higher than it was two
and ban on applying methyl bromide within
years ago.
36 hours of school time don't comfort
• That is not what the treaty envisioned,
Alderman. The school draws youngsters on
with
attorney
senior
said David Doniger,
weekends too, and families live nearby.
the Natural Resources Defense Council. In
"It's ridiculous to think that as long as we
the 1990s, he worked on the protocol as
don't do it on school days. then were.OK,"
the
for
change
climate
of
director
she said.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Growers say they believe the fumigant is
"Nobody expected you would use the
safe when used correctly.
exemptions to cancel the final step of the
"I'm Comfortable working with the prodphaseout or even go backward," Doniger
and educating our personnel," said Jim
uct
said.
Grainger. a fourth-generation farmer who
U.S. officials go to a Montreal Protocol
grows 7(X) acres of steak tomatoes in
meeting in Senegal on Dec. 7 for talks on
-Florida.
exemptien-S-Terffle-77
Not so for Guillermo Ruiz and Jorge
Bogenholm, like others in California's
who were used to seeing dead
Fernandez
a
found
has
SI billion organic industry,
dogs, deer and birds in the fields treated
non-chemical solution for her 65-acre farm
with methyl bromide. They believe their
overlooking the Pacific. She accepts a
n. nervousness and ,
headachessonfusio
costs
crop
of
higher
_smalletyield_and the
vision trouble stem from 10 years, ending
rotation and intensive plant management.
in 2003. working in the fields removing the
hut gets a price premium for pesticide-free
plastic.
berries.
"My eyes watered. I threw up. It gave
Once a conventional farmer, her
me headaches," said Ruiz.
epiphany came one day when she donned
The American Association of Pesticide
protective gear and locked her dog in the
Control Centers logged 395 reports of
car so he wouldn't inhale methyl bromide
meth)l bromide poisonings from 1999 to
leaking from a nozzle.
2004. A national total remains elusive
"I thought this was an insane way to
because farmworkers often do not seek
make food." she said.
medical care.
Jones.
like
fanners
are
More prevalent
Advocates for farmworkers contend in a
who produces 10 percent of his 213 strawberry acres organically. He says he couldn't San Francisco Superior Court lawsuit that
California's exposure limits to protect
compete if he converted•the rest, with three
neighbors are too lax. State regulators lately
times higher weeding costs and fewer
have emphasized stricter enforcement and
berries to show for it.
tougher penalties.
Like many California growers. Jones
The size of the C.S. inventory of methyl
also produces a third of his berries with
alternative chemicals. but he said results are bromide inventory is secret. The EPA refuses to disclose how much, saying the figure
"not even close" to methyl bromide's soil
is confidential business information.
purification.
From Florida comes a similar complaint. Doniger's group says in a lawsuit against
the agency that the amount exceeds 11,000
"We're not totally clueless. We've seen this
tons.
train coming. We've tried every alternative
Its continued use makes people such as
and put every engine on the track, hut none
Lynda Uvari uneasy.
of them run." said Reggie Brown, manager
In her- Southern California community of
of the Florida Tomato Committee.
Ventura. people thought they had the flu a
.With methyl bromide probably sticking
few years back. Then they noticed that their
around for several years. the EPA is reillness coincided with fumigation of a nearexamining its health and safety standards.
by field. They settled a suit with the strawCalifornia launched regulations last year
berry grower.
to improve its strictest-in-the-nation protecNow Uvari wonders about methyl brotions for farmworkers and others.
mide's legacy, es-en whether it could be
That's not enough for teacher Cheri
linked to her son's endocrine problems.
Alderman, whose school borders a straw-That's in the back of our minds all the
berry field in this coastal agricultural belt.
time," Uvari said: "You always question."
She fears her students could inhale a dangerous whiff of the fumigant as it seeps into

OUR READERS WRITE
in high foot-traffic zones of the
To the Editor.
One such zone would be
city.
Several days ago. a letter to
streets surrounding Murray
the editor appeared thanking
State University. •
and applauding the city of
With more than 100)0 stusidewalks
Murray for installing
on 10th Street. The writer of the dents and university enrollment
letter suggested that added side- increasing each year, as well as
more than 1,600 faculty and
walks would benefit everyone's
staff. the Murray State campus
health and that no new subdiviand surrounding area needs
sions should be annexed unless
sidewalks are pan of the annex- sidewalks to benefit and protect
- Its
ation. •
With the exception of 14th,
Instead of sidewalks in new
15th. 16th, Olive least of camsubdivisions. 1 suggest that the
mums, in 1 k it ,t
pus), Main and Chestnut streets.

most city streets surrounding
the university do not have sidewalks. For faculty. staff and students, walking along city streets
can he — and at times is —
dangerous and/or deadly. I walk
1 1/2 blocks to campus eactr
day and at times it is dark when
I return home.
Even though this is a short
walk to MSU. I do not trust
walking Worm city strt?ets_t_o
reach or leave campus.
I walk through campus parking
lots where, hopefully, the traffic
is slower and alert for pedestri-

ans.
I agree with Mr. Michael
Cutini (Letter to the Editor.
Nov. 15) that the city needs
sidewalks; I don't agree that
annexation of new subdivisions
is the only way to obtain these
sidewalks. Instead Murray residents need to call on the city
and its administrators to install
sidewalks on all Murray streets.
and especially in those'WYSS of- •
high foot traffic.
Stephanie Carpenter
Murray. Ky.

Obituaries
Sammy D. Wheeler
the tuneral for Sammy D. Wheeler will be Tuesday at 1 p.n. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy
Cunningham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Eddy Heasher, Pat Taylor, Frank Wolfe, Jason
Vandenburgh: John Cloud and Tyler Wheeler. Burial will folioss in
the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from '4 to 8 p.m. today
Monday).
Mr. Wheeler, 54. Graystone Circle, New Concord, died Friday,
Nov. 25. 2005. at 12:30 p.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
A painter and supervisor for Lakeland Painting, Murray. he was
of Baptist faith.
One brother, Robbin Wheeler, died in 1991. Born Dec. 20, 1950,
in Calloway County. he was the son of Jean Parrish Wheeler, of New
Concord. and the late William J. Wheeler.
Survivors include three daughters. Samantha Wheeler, Regina
Wheeler and Dana Wheeler, all of Valparaiso. Ind.; two sons, Jimmy
Wheeler, Hobart, Ind., and Bobby Jack Wheeler, Metropolis, Ill.:
one stepdaughter, Angelia Crass. and one stepson, Michael Crass,
both of Metropolis; three sisters, Ms. LaDonna Wheeler, New
Concord. Mrs. Pam Huffine, Johnson City, Tenn., and Mrs. Jill
Heasher, Crown Point, Ind.; one brother, David Wheeler, New
Concord: aunt, Mrs. Wanda Eldridge and husband, Glen. Ahno; one
uncle, Warren Parrish, Hamlin; six grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Donald Taylor Oakley
Donald Taylor Oakley. 54. Longbow Road, Canton. Ga., died
Friday, Nov. 25, 2005, at 5:58 p.m. at North Fulton Regional
Hospital, Roswell, Ga.
A heavy equipment operator, he was a member of World Harvest
Church.
Survivors include two sons, Craig, Lawrenceville, Ga., and
Donnie, Canton, Ga.; his parents, Eura and Pauline Oakley, Benton.
Ky.; sister, Mrs. Bonnie Belenchia, Lawrenceville; twin brother,
Ronald T. Oakley, Springfield, Mo.; three grandchildren.
The funeral was today (Monday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James Hale officiated.
Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora, Ky.

One American missing, four
others kidnapped in Iraq
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By CHRIS TOM LINSON
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) An American citizen has been
reported missing in Iraq, the
U.S. Embassy said Monday, a
day after a Canadian Parliament
official said that four humanitarian workers had been kidnapped.
Dan McTeague, parliamentary secretary for Canadians
abroad, said two Canadians
were taken on Saturday. and
Britain said one of its citizens
was among the four.
U.S. Embassy spokeswoman
Elizabeth Colton said only that
an American had been reported
missing. The person's name was
.not immediately released.
reftikd to !tithe
McTeague --the organization the two
Canadians worked for or the
location where they were kidnapped in order to protect the
safety of the individuals
involved.
Briton Norman Kember was
among the four, the British government said Sunday. His wife
said he was representing a number of groups in the country and
was a longtime peace activist.
Most international organizations fled Iraq last year following a wave,of kidnappings and
beheadings of foreign and Iraqi
hostages. Many of them were
carried out by al-Qaida in Iraq.
led by the Jordanian Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi.
Meanwhile,two Britons were
killed and three injured Monday
when gunmen attacked a bus
carrying Muslim pilgrims south
of Baghdad. police and hospital
officials said.
The gunmen attacked the bus
when it neared a checkpoint in
the Dora neighborhood, police
Capt. Talib Thamir said. The bus
was carrying Shiite Muslim pilgrims to religious sites south of
the capital. he said.
Four men and one woman.
apparently of South Asian heritage and carrying United
Kingdom passports. were taken
to Baghdad's Yarmouk hospital,

a-

Saddam Hussein's trial delayed until Dec. 5,
former U.S. attorney general joins defense
By HAMZA HENDAWI
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) The trial of Saddam Hussein for
alleged crimes against humanity
resumed in a heavily guarded
courtroom Monday with the former Iraqi president angrily complaining about having to walk
up four nights of stairs under
foreign guard. A former U.S
attorney general sat with the
defense team.
After a short session during
which the first testimony was
read into the record, Chief Judge
Amin
Mohammed
Rizgar
adjourned the trial until Dec. 5
to allow time to find replacements for two defense lawyers
who were slain and another who
fled the c- ountry after he was
wounded.
Saddam and seven co-defendants are charged in the killings
of more than 140 Shiite
Muslims after an assassination
attempt against the former president in the Shiite town of Dujail
in 1982. Convictions could
bring a sentence of death by
hanging. The former leader
pleaded innocent to charges of
murder, torture, forced expulsions and illegal detentions at
the opening session lust month.
Earlier Monday, Judge Amin
ordered all handcuffs and shackles removed from Saddam and
the seven co-defendants before
they entered the court. Mortar
fire echoed through the center of
the capital just before the .session began.
Dressed in black trousers and
a gray jacket. Saddam was the
last of the eight to enter, walking
with a .swagger, appearing
cheerful and greeting people
with a traditional Arabic greeting "peace be upon the people of
peace."
Once inside, Saddam had a
brief but heated exchange with
the chief judge, complaining
that he had to walk up four
flights of stairs in shackles and
carrying a copy of the Muslim
holy book Quran because the
elevator wasn't working.
The judge said he would tell
the police not to let that happen
again. Saddam snapped: "You
are the chief judge. I don't want
you to tell them. I want you to

an official there said.
"We were just coming and all
of a sudden heard shots and
immediately got down," said an
injured British woman, who
identified herself as Z. Jafferti.
"I don't know what happened
and I couldn't see anything."
She said she had been ill and
had come to Iraq to pray at the
shrines to Imam Ali and Imam
Hussein.
Also Monday morning, a
mortar shell fell in central
Baghdad's Green Zone and two
others fell nearby. just hours
before Saddam Hussein's trial
was set to begin. There were no
report of injuries from the
shelling, police Lt. Bilal Ali
Majeed said.
aTdel-6--A roadside Boiii6nated next to a passing U.S.
Army convoy in northeastern
Baghdad Monday. setting fire to
a Bradley fighting vehicle.
Police Capt. Mohammed AbdulGhani said three soldiers were
injured, but no other information
was immediately available.
The U.S. military reported
that a Marine assigned to the
2nd Marine Aircraft Wing was
-killed Saturday when his vehicle
struck a roadside bomb near
Camp Taqaddum, 45 miles west
of Baghdad. At least 2.106 U.S.
military personnel have died
since the Iraq war started in
March 2003, according to an
Associated Press count.
Near Kirkuk, 180 miles north
of Baghdad, soldiers from the
101st Airborne Division found
more than 2,700 mortar rounds
buried near an abandoned Iraqi
Army base, a U.S. statement
said. Troops were excavating
similar mounds Monday in
search of more weapons.
In an interview published
Sunday, Ayad Allawi, a secular
Shiite Muslim. told the London
newspaper The Observer that.
fellow Shiites are responsible
for death squads and secret torture centers and said brutality by
elements of Iraqi security forces
rivals that of Saddam's secret
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But more v.ells means more
and those who own the rights to water wells.
There are fears that the grow- tax revenue for Kentucky.
mine for what's underneath it.
The state Division of Oil and ing web of gas and oil lines, Revenue from the severance tax
Gas estimates it will issue as with their potential to leak, catch thN year is on pace to he the
many as 1.700 drilling permits fire or explode, could threaten highest in more than a decadean anticipated $27 million from
this year-more than 400 more the safety of people nearby.
natural gas extractions and $5
involving
conflicts
When
a
to
adding
than a year ago
between million from oil. The growth in
arise
total of 30.000 to 50,000 active damages
landowners and the companies Kentucky also comes at a time
wells.
It's the . most activity in that own rights to tap the gas or when demand, especially .for
Kentucky in 20 years - and oil underground, some say the natural gas, is outpacing supply.
while it's profitable for the state, compensation offered by the industry officials said.
"If we are not out there
critics complain there's not industry is usually inadequate.
these gas wells ...we are
drilling
and
back
sit
to
had
us
of
"All
that
ensure
enough oversight to
the land is protected or people watch the. coal companies not going to keep up with supply'
destroy our land." said Hager and demand," said John
kept safe.
Some say state and federal Trent, who has owned Trent:s Gabbard, executive director of
regulations are too lax to ade- Grocery outside Whitesburg in the Kentucky Oil and Gas
quately address the environmen- Letcher County for 35 years. Association. "People have to
tal destruction caused by well "Now we got the gas compa- understand why we are doing
this."
drilling and construction of nies."
roads to.the wells. including the
pollution of waterways from
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
erosion and contamination of
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REDFOX. Ky..( AP)- In the
1960s, Patty Amburgey's mother and aunts blocked coal trucks
by lighting fires on a road in
hopes of protecting their land
from what they viewed as a
threat. Now, Amburgey is fighting what some see as a new
threat-drilling for natural gas.
A West Virginia company's
plan to put in a gas well and a
new road leading to it would
scar a ridgetop on her family's
land in Knott County in eastern
Kentucky.
"They are taking away my
birthright," she told The
Courier-Journal of Louisville for
a story published Sunday. "I
want to protect the land."
Amid a gas and oil drilling
boom. Amburgey..'s situation
illustrates the growing conflict
between those who own the land
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Land owners oppose attempts by natural
gas companies to drill near their homes
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country. You have the %overeignty. You are Iraqi and they
are foreigners and occupiers.
They are invaders. You should
order them."
Saddam complained-that-he
was escorted up the stairs by
"foreign guards- and that some
of his papers had been taken.

Al-Sheik said he never spoke
to Saddam about the affair and
received no orders to torture the
prisoners. But he noted that
Saddam decorated intelligence
officers who took part in the followup operations.
He also said co-defendant
Taha Yassin Ramadan. a former
vice president. headed a committee that ordered orchards in
the area - the base of the
town's livelihood - to be
destroyed. The orchards had
been used to conceal the
assailants, he said.
.Several mortar blasts could
he heard in central Baghdad,
although it was unclear where
they occurred. There were no
immediate casualty.reports.
Tight security surrounds the
court proceedings. The precise
starting time was not announced
due to fear of attack by both
Saddam's supporters and opponents.
Meanwhile. Iraqi police
arrested • eight Sunni Arabs for
allegedly plotting to kill the
judge who prepared the indictmeat of Saddam, authorities said
Sunday.
The eight alleged plotters
AP from Iraq's Sunni Arab minority
Saddam Hussein, front, Abdullah Kazim Ruwayyid, were apprehended Saturday in
Mizhar Abdullah Ruwayyid: second row, Ali Dayim Ali lis- the northern city of Kirkuk,
ten as Barazan Ibrahim. top, addresses the judges at their police Col. Anwar Qadir said.
He said they were carrying
trial held under tight security in Baghdad's heavily fortiinstructions from a forwritten
and
Hussein
Saddam
Monday.
fied Green Zone in Iraq
top Saddam deputy. lzzat
seven others face charges that they ordered the killing in mer
Ibrahim al-Douri, ordering them
1982 of nearly 150 people in the mainly Shiite village of
to kill investigating judge Raed
forthe
on
attempt
Dujail north of Baghdad after a failed
Juhi. who prepared the case
mer dictator's life.
against Saddam and forwarded
it to the trial court in July.
and
attempt
assassination
the
ed
defend
"How can a defendant
Al-Douri is the highest rankhimself if his pen was taken. who -died of cancer soon after
ing member of the Saddam
a
in
statement
the
making
and
pen
Hussein's
Saddam
regime still at large and is •
papers were taken. I don't mean controlled hospital last month.
believed to be at least the symofficial
the
read
Amin
Judge
papers
are
There
paper.
white
a
bolic leader of Saddam loyalists
played
tape
the
downstairs that include my transcript as
fighting U.S. forces and Iraq's
remarks in which I express my without sound. According to the
who new government.
al-Sheik,
transcript.
opinion." he said,
Insecurity from the predomiAttorney appeared weak, frail and sat in a
U.S.
Former
Sunni insurgency has
nantly
peo4(X)
about
Said
wheelchair,
forand
General Ramsey Clark
efforts to put
complicated
mer Qatari Justice Minister pie were detained after the
Saddam on trial and forced draalthough
attempt,
assassination
seated
were
Najib al-Nueirni
conian measures. For. example.
with the defense team inside the he estimated only between
names of four of the five trial
heavily guarded room, along seven and 12 gunmen took an
have been kept secret and
judges
of
ambush
the
with Saddam's chief lawyer active part in
some of the 35 witnesses may
Saddam's eons oy.
Khalil Dulaimi.
protect
"I don't know why so many testify behind curtains to
A moment of silence was
reprisal.
from
them
observed in memory of two people were arrested." al-Sheik
Defense lawyers had threatdefense lawyers assassinated said, adding that co-defendant
to boycott the proceedings
ened
since the trial's__ opening, and Barzan Ibrahim. Saddam's half
()Lb& colleagues_
after_two_
intethheati-al-lraqi
brother
and
hand
on-were
eys
- del-vise-attorn
two attacks followin
slain
were
one
the
for the session, despite threats to gence at the time. '.'was
ing the opening session Oct. 19.
boycott the hearing to protest the directly giving the orders."
al- •
A day after the attempt. entire However. lawyer Khamees
government's alleged failure to
Sunday
on
AP
the
'told
Ubaidi
families were rounded up and
protect them.
that the defense team would
Afterward, the court played taken to Abu Ghraih prison. he
• -me videotaped testimony of-for- - said. A-- year later they were attend after an agreement with
U.S. and Iraqi authorities on
mer intelligence officer Wadah moved to another detention censecurity for them.
improving
Ismael al-Sheik, who investigat- ter in southern Iraq.
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Drug Task Force meeting
will be held here tonight

Engagements

Cheyenne K. Albro, drug task force director, will discuss this issue at a meeting
tonight from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Murray State University ('urns Center theater,
located on the third floor.
The public is urged to attend. For more
information call Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention at 7627332.

Jo's
Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Datebook

at 7 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. This is open to all singles. Plans for
the Murray Singles Dance to be Dec. 2 from
7:30 to II p.m. at Gibson's Building, Mayfield, will he discussed. Music will be by Gary Long, W.
The cost will be $6 per person. Each is asked to bring a
snack. Soft drinks and coffee will be provide. For information
call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Glory Bound will be Thursday
December Youth Group will present "One More Verse" at
Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored
by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

CUBS meeting Wednesday

Hargrove and Lewzader McDougal and Baker
Dale and Defuse Hargrove ot Benton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Britney
. DeShea Hargrove. to Jonathan Phillip Lewzader. son of Phil
and Debbie Lew/ader of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Duda ot Gilbensville.
The hride-elect is the granddaughter of Gordon and Juanita Hargrove of Gilbertsvilie.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Rip and Barbara Wheeler of Marion and Trudy Lewzader of Hobart, Ind.
Miss Hargrove is attending Murray State University and is
emplo,ved at.Dump
Lewzader is attending Murray State University and is
a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. lie is employed by
. Largos and the United States Marine Corps.
The wedding will be Friday. Dec. 16. 2005. at 6:30 p.m.
at First Missionary Baptist Church. Benton.
-% reception will follow at the Benton Country Club.
All relatives and triends are invited.

Christmas Time in the
Park now showing
The rxItirra-t allowa) Contitv Parks is gearing up for its
annual Christmas in 1-k- 1"-a-W.X Festival of Lights located
in Central Park. The public is
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SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC 1
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies ot the Oaks
Country Club will play Bridge
in Wednesday at 9f15 a.m.
with Jo Anne Auer. phone 759(4386, as hostess.
Members are asked to call
Auer to sign up for play.
Bridge play was canceled
•ai Nov. 2; because of the
1 hanksgiv tug

READ THE
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PAGE DAILY

Just Friends

Chicken

Little

- 6:55 - ;:40
Harry Potter • Goblet of Fire
1)
(;13 - 6:50 - 9:50

Yours, Mine & Ours
- 7:10 - 9:05
Zathura
- 720
Jarhead
0
- 9::)

Derailed
R - 705 - 910—
Program information Call 7513,314
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The Murray -Calloway CoL
ty Parks v.ould like to invite
the community to come and
4.•nioy the holiday season at
Central Park.
The-parks. akmg
'mind) husinesses. organizations and families have contributed and worked hard
kiss ards this special occasion fPithe public's enjo!,ment including Webasto. Inc.. uho pro%KW funding for additional
lights to illuminate the erees
in the front of Central Park.
Murray Telephone and Electronics provided resources and
expertise is ith the install:nilii

Walk The Line
Hi1:3 - 7115 - 9:55
IN ;13 - 7:30 - 9:35

Kayaking at Little River

trails to view the lights and
listen to the festive holiday
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The engagement and approaching tnarriage of Tiffany McDougal to Andrew Baker, son of Coleman and Sandy Baker of
Lawrenceburg, has been announced by her mother, Mrs. Renae
McDougal of Murray. She is the daughter of the late Warren
McDougal.
Miss McDougal is the granddaughter of Mrs. Frances Crick
and the late Earl Wade Crick, the late Loman M,cDougal and
the late Delores Lassiter. all ot Murray.
Mr. Baker is the grandson of the late Cecil and Ruth Gruver of Macksville. Kan.. and Coleman and Laura Ezith Baker
of Richmond.
The.bride-elect is a 2(0() graduate of Calloway County High
School and is attending West Kentucky Community and Tech
College. She is employed by- Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect is a 2.(X)4 graduate of Eastern Kentucky
University. Richmond. He is employed by Budweiser of Lexington.
The wedding will he Saturday. Dec. 10, 2005. at 5 p.m. at
Kirksey Baptist Church. Kirksey.
:XII relatives and friends are invited.

W Sewing
by Steven
•

Neemass,

• )roper.\
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• .iccessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available

270-753-6361

Concept Solon

Relay for Life meeting Tuesday
RelayFor Life Committee meeting will be Tuesday at Paglial's at 5:30 p.m. All persons interested in having a team in
the 2006 Relay for Life are invited. For more information call
Kathy M. Hodge at 436-2424 or 759-1884 or e-mail
kmhodge@)vei.net or at www.callowayrelayfor life.org.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS. #6I6 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighaltf. with: the -meeting ft+ -14•--140141,_ .
in will be from 8:30 AO
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information
call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Electric Board will meet
Murray Electric Board will meet today at 4 p.m. at the Carroll Conference room, 205 North Fourth St.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting due to the change of
date today at 5 p.m. at the school.

East meeting today
The Curriculum and Instruction Committee of East Elementary. School will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in room 203. This
meeting will be in regard to textb(tok materials purchasing.
This is open to the public.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
on Tuesday from 9 to 11 a.m. at Dover Senior Citizens Center, Dover, Tenn.; on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. at Orschlens in Murray.

Volunteers are needed
'File local unit ot The Salvation Army will once again have
the annual Christmas Bell Ringing for donations to help provide for the needy in the city and county. The schedule is as
follows: Dec. 9 and 16 from 3 to 9 p.m.: Dec. 10 and 17
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.: Dec. 22 from 3 to 9 p.m.: Dec. 23
from . 9 a.m. to 9 p.rim and Dec. 24 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
To volunteer call Kerry Lambert. unit- chairman. at 762-1274
or 753-7265.

Samantha

L. Molle

Ashb) ot Hanson; the late Paul
Matheny of Dawson Springs:
Ed and Velda Nlolle of Hanson: and Jim and Eileen
Mehring of Grafitti Wis,
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An

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
•

Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 1127 will meet tonight
at 6 p.m. at the Harmon Hall/Service Center, C.C. Lowry
Drive. Candice Winebarger and Linda Fain will be hostesses.

THEESSENTIAL DAY SPA
AVEDA

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

WOW Lodge plans meeting

Samantha Leigh Molle

UM FOR APPOINTMENT

Radiology Department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will have a bake sale Tuesday from 7 to II a.m. in the private dining room of the hospital. All proceeds will go to fellow employee. Cindy Smith. whose home was damaged Nov.
15 by the tornado that touched down in Paris, Tenn.

Murray Youth Swim Team will have a rebate day and evening
from 10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. today at 'Captain- D'S-. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

BirthAnnouncement

than /Ai'
Sow 10i-ring
Fahries inehiding Sdka

Radiology group plans event

Youth Swim Team plans promotion

Photp provided
BoyScout Troop 45 (First United Methodist Church
sPonsor) recently kayaked the Little River in nearby
Trigg County. The 13-mile trip by water was guided by
Kentucky Kayak Kountry out of Grand Rivers. The
scouts were working on a whitewater merit badge
requirement. ,

Brandon and Heather Molle
it Murray are the parents of
a daughter. Samantha Leigh
Molle, born on Sunday. Oct.
2. 2005, at 6:56 a.m.
The birth was assisted by
a midwife at the home of Ron
and I.inda Wright. maternal
grandparents. .
The bahy. weighed 6 pounds
4 ounces and measured 18 3/4
inches. The mother is the former Heather Wright.
Grandparents are Ron and
Linda Wright of Murray and
Dennis and Paula Molle of
Hanson.
Great-grandparents are Sue
Darnell and the late Ralph Darnell and Murial Wright and
the late Ralph Wright. all of
Murray: Clarence and Bettie

CUBS will meet Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road
Church of Christ. Murray-Calloway County Hospital is sponsoring the meeting and will provide lunch. E-mail Michelle
Hansen at mhansen@'calloway.k12.kyius or call 762-7333 if you'
wish to have lunch so that enough food will be available.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
\am'', One of %merica'i lastest Groirintz salt+,
Mun.-I hue:. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, SAL 8
,
2
1307 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-76" 0-6(1

Ministry will provide gifts •
Westside Jail/Prison Ministry in conjunction With Prison Fellowship will provide Christmas gifts for children who have a
parent in jail or prison. If you would like to help, call Linda
Wright at 753-0156.

A Branson-Style Show in
Grand Rivers,
entacky!

1-888-362-4223
vrwm.GrandRiversVariety.com
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FARM
Preparing for Old Man Winter
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By TODD POWELL
Calloway County Extension Agent for
Agriculture/Natural Resources
As the days are getting shorter and the
nights are getting colder, this is a sure tell
sign that Old Man Winter is just lurking
around the corner. With the ever rising cost
of energy in the world around us, there is
no better time to take a quick survey
around your home to see how with a few
dollars spent and a Saturday afternoon you
could potentially save lots of money on
heating cost this winter.
One of the easiest ways to cut on heating cost is to walk around your home and
make sure that all foundation vents and
crawl space entrances are closed and sealed
_tip. This also helps prevent freezing and
busting of water lines which could potentially lead to some major expenses that
could have easily been prevented.
However, it is very important that once
winter has passed and spring begins to
come back, remember to open all of the
foundation vents back up to allow the
house to breath and release any moisture
under the home.
Once all of the vents are closed and
sealed up, it is now time to move on the
less obvious places that allow air to pass
into the home. You may already know of
several places around doors or windows
that allow air to pass through in to the
house that need to be addressed; however,
there are many other less obvious-places
around your home that also need to be
addressed.
A great place to start is to look around
areas where different materials meet, like
between brick end vinyl siding, between
foundations and walls, between the chimney and siding. At the same time it is
important to look for cracks around door
and window frames, mail chutes, pet doors,
electrical and gas service entrances, and
cable and phone line entrances. When
inspecting around these items, you should
look both on the Inside and on the outside
of your home.
When inspecting inside of your home en
incense stick comes in very handy. Take a

When applying the caulk, attempt to
lit incense stick and move around any comkeep the caulking gun at a constant 45mon problem areas such as around door
and window facings, baseboards and interi- degree angle when applying. Try to move
the gun at a steady pace along the seam in
or trim, electrical outlets and switches and
a continuous stream, avoiding starting and
attic entrances,just to name a few.
stopping. Once you reach the end of the
Whenever the smoke from the incense is
either sucked out of the room or blown into seam, release the trigger and pull the gun
away to avoid applying too much caulk.
the room there is a draft that needs to be
One of the best tricks to use, if you are
addressed.
using a water-based caulk, is to take your
Once you have surveyed your home and
all of the trouble spots have been identified. finger and wipe it with a damp rag and then
lightly run your finger down the seam to
the question may arise as how to deal with
smooth the caulk. Keep the rag close by.
these trouble places. One of the quickest
because you'll need it to clean your finger
and easiest ways to address these problems
off. This may take a few times to master.
is with caulking.
but it will help give you a nice smooth
Caulk is used to form a flexible seal for
seam that is sealed on both sides every
cracks, gaps or joints less than a quarter of
time.
an inch wide. Caulk comes in a wide vanCaulk will work well for most applicaety—iff packages, bUt the most common is in
tions; however, many times around doors n
a disposable tube that fits into a half-barrel
may take more than a little caulk. Weather
caulking gun. When trying to decide on the
amount of caulk to buy consider that a typi- stripping works well to seal movable joints
such as those found around doors and wincal window or door normally takes about
dows.
half of a tube to properly seal it up.
When deciding what kind of weather
All of these materials can be purchased
stripping to use, choose a type that will
at a home improvement center or a local
withstand the friction, weather, temperature
hardware store. If you are not sure what
changes and wear and tear associated with
type of caulk to buy, do not hesitate to ask
its location. Weather stripping comes in a
an employee of the store. They will be able
to help you determine what type of caulk is various selection of size, type. and material
that it is made out of.
the best for your application. If you do not
Once again someone at your local hardhave a caulk gun and you have to purchase
ware store or home improvement center
one, spend a few extra dollars and buy one
will be able to help you decide what type is
with an automatic release. The added cost
the best for your application. Normally, one
of an automatic release will save you a lot
of the largest gaps in a home is under the
of stress when you are addressing your
door. This can be easily fixed with a door
problems.
sweep. Once you're ready to install your
Although caulking is not a high-tech
weather stripping or door sweep, first refer
operation it can be a little tricky and frusto the instructions on the package.
trating when first learning how to apply it.
The most important thing to remember
Over the years I have learned a few tricks
is to measure twice and cut once! The
that may make life a little easier when
weather stripping you choose should seal
applying caulk.
well when the door or window is closed The first and easiest thing to do is to
while allowing it to open freely.
then read the instructions on the tube and
These are just a few tips on how to confollow them! Once this is finished it is
serve on your heating cost this winter. For
important to make sure that all areas are
more information on ways to conserve
free of dirt and dry so that any moisture in
energy around your home, please feel free
the crack will not be sealed in. A putty
to contact me at the Calloway County
knife or large screwdriver may be useful
Cooperative Extension Office.
when cleaning the surfaces.

EQIP applications
being accepted
I he t SDA \aiural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
atons for Ens ironmental Quality Incentives
ai.k.epting
Program 11..Q1P) at sour local I SI ).-\ Ser‘ we Center or conservation district office.
Land users may apply for EQIP at any time. Applications
received by Jan. 31, 2006, will be considered for this (federal fiscal year 2006) program year. Applications received after Jan.
31,2006, will be held until the next evaluation period.
EQIP applications are evaluated and ranked using critena set
forth by local work groups to determine which applications proside the best environmental benefits and address the resource
concerns of their local area.
EQIP allows cost-share assistance to persons engaged in livestock or agricultural production on eligible land. Cost-share rates
—vary by prat'1tre and generally range.from-30 to_75 percent. Costshare rates for beginning fanners and limited resource producers
are 75 percent and 90 percent respectively for all eligible practices.
All conservation practices are subject to NRCS technical standards adapted for local conditions.
For applications selected for funding. an EQIP plan of operations will be developed with the producer to identify appropriate
conservation practices. EQIP practices in Kentucky include, but
are not limited to, critical area planting; pipeline and watering
facility; grassed waterway: diversion; and fencing.
at
found
be
may
information
Additional
http://www.ky.nrcs.usda.gov/programs. To apply for EQIP. or for
more information, contact the NRCS or Calloway County
Conservation District office at 88 Robertson Road, South,
Murray. Ky,
Is
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States working to promote agri-tourism
By GARY TANNER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKLIN, Tenn. (AP) —
With 80,000 people on 700 acres
of Coffee County farmland, no
in
activity
agritourism
Tennessee matis- he annual
Bonnaroo music festival for size
or fame.<*.l>
But more than 250 of the
state's approximately 600 people involved in- agritourism
learned this week about state
marketing efforts on their
behalf, including one that, puts
information about their pickyour-own blueberry farms, corn
mazes and fall hay rides on the
Internet alongside more widely
known Tennessee attractions.
Graceland. The Grand Ole
Opry. Dollywood. Skunk Ridge
Tree Farm.
"It's difficult for a lot of people in general to market themselves," said Dan Strasser, agritourism marketing specialist
with the Tennessee Department
of Agriculture. "We're trying to.
help explain to people how to
get their information out."
Tennessee's Department of
Agriculture sponsored a threeday conference on agritourism
this week in Franklin.
Farmers writing news releases and uploading them onto the
Internet may contradict traditional images of rural simplicity.
but so does the farm as an entertainment venue. Strasser said.
Keith Britt, director of communications for the Tennessee
Tourist
of
Department
Development, told agritourism
operators how to be included in
the state's tourism guide and
have their venues promoted by
the department.
Tammy Young. who with
operates
Chris
husband
Guest
B&B
Valley
Sequatchie

Agritourisrn: A diverse offering in Tennessee
A wide range of activities are classified agritourism by the
Tennessee Department of Agriculture, including but not limited
to:
•"Pick-your-own." fruit and vegetable farms
•Hay rides
III Farm tours
III On-farm retail shops
• On-farm bed and breakfast inns
• Trail riding
• Corn mazes
• Wineries
• On-farm performances
• Pumpkin patches
• Cut-your-own Christmas tree farms

'Will pick up cars

in Clarksville.
"You can't just say you're
open and expect the people to
come to you," she said.

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

AP
Ranch near Dunlap, said she
was unaware how much state
marketing assistance was available.
"What I did not know was
about the free services we get,"
she said.
The ranch is featured on the
state-operated Tennessee vacation Web site with a link to the
Youngs' site. Most of the other
agritourism operators also have
a mention and link there.
The Web site posts information about the attractions' operations, locations and hours. And
operators can add a photo
gallery. Britt said.
When agritourism operators
plan a special event, they can
send the Department of Tourist
Development a news release and
have it distributed to media outlets that may be interested in it.
Britt said.
Agriculture
State
Commissioner Ken Givens said
more Tennessee farmers are
finding their farms can join theaters, parks and stadiums as
places people go for fun.
What qualifies at agritourism
varies widely. In many cases,
farmers use agritourism strategies to sell what they produce

AUTO
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directly to consumers, Givens
said.
"Pick-your-own," fruit and
vegetable farms let farmers sell
their produce at retail prices and
make a higher profit. Givens
said. When selling produce to
wholesalers, farmers get just 19
cents of each dollar of the retail
price, he said.
In Tennessee and elsewhere
many of the farmers entering
agritourism have been growing
a crop in sharp decline.
"A lot of people are looking
to get out of the tobacco industry,- Givens said. "Tobacco is on
life support."
' But farmers moving into the
agritourism realm have to learn
promotion to succeed. said
Louisa Cooke, owner of
Beachaven Vineyards & Winery

ON-SITE
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Jason Reed, Owner
Jon Tubbs, Consultant
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Management
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Christmas Kickoff

Sale!
Quarter Page Ads
Only

SO

now thru the end of
November
Add color only
$50 more!
Save $120 on quarter page ads now

Call 753-1916 today!
Special good ONLY on ads that will run on or before Nov. 30. Not
valid on ads already scheduled. May not be combined with any
other discount. Ads WILL NOT be shared between businesses.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
The employees of Emerine Constriction Company are working
• to get the Bee Creek Bridge on
'$North Fourth Street open by the
'end of 1995
Robert Olenn Morrison, 56, Rt.
3. Murray, died Nov. 26 at 1:45
.p.m from injunes sustained when
'he stepped in front of a car on
Ky. Highway 94 East.
• Murray State University Racers lost 35-34 to Northern Iowa
*An first round of the NCAA 1 AA playoff game at Stewart Stadium, Murray. The Racers finished the season with an I I -1
;record.
• Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McKinney
will he married 50 years Dec. I.
• 20 years ago
Calloway County High School
. Speech Team won first place
sweepstakes honors at the Bullitt
:Central Inv Rational Speech Tours.nament at Shepherdsville.
Published is a -picture of the
Housing Authority of Murray presenting aWards of service to Mayor
Holmes Ellis and L.D. Miller. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Kevin Bowden.
Murray Art Guild will have
open house from I to 4 p.m. on
Dec. 8. according to Cromwell
;
Hauge: guild member.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymorid Smith
will he married 50 years Nov. 30.
• 30 years ago
Murray CiinintiKourt.11,timed
in favor of purchasing a "minipumper" for the Murray Fire
Department to replace the 1950
model white ladder truck presently housed at the 16th Street substation.
Dillard Roberts was the honored guest at a potluck luncheon
• and birthday party by Dexter Senior
Citi/ens at the Dexter Communi.

ty Center. Roberts was celebrating his 97th birthday.
Sophie Segrera presented a program on "Making of Corsages"
at a meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
40 years ago
A howling winter storm roared through Calloway County the night
of Nov. 26 bringing a drop in
temperature of 40 degrees. The
gusty winds brought heavy rains
for a short time, but as the temperatures dropped. the storm blew
itself out. Minor damage was
reported.
Coleman McKee' of Murray
was elected a director of the Kentucky Retail Farm Equipment Association at a meeting held in
Louisville
New officers of Woodmen of
the World Camp 592 are Allen
Rose, James Shelton. Harold Hurt,
Aubrey.
Douglass.
Harold
Willoughby. Walton Stations. Witmet(Peg)Cothran. Carves Paschall
and Wendell Lovett.
50 years ago
A kick-off dinner for the Murray-Calloway County United Fund
will be tonight at the Murray
Woman's Club House with Holmes
Ellis, Chairman: presiding. The
goal for this 1955-56 year has
been set at 517.071.
Katie L. Harris tare her-es:449,
"I Speak for Democracy" which
won first place in the "Voice of
Denux:rtuiy" contest at a meeting
Eynn Grove High School
of
Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association.
Frank Demck presented a program on "America" showing pictures of part of the United States
including some local sciences at
a !fleeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman'.Club.

me

the South American strait that now
.•
bears his name. •
In 1919. American-born Lady
Astor was elected the first female
member of the British Parliament.
In 1925, the Grand ()le Opry.
Nashville's famed home of country music, made its radio debut
on station WSM.
In I943. President Roosevelt.
British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill and Soviet leader Josef
Stalin met in Tehran during World

DEAR READERS: The
bells are nnging and thf air is
brisk with winter chill. If you
haven't already started, it's time
to compile those Christmas lists
once again. Every year readers
ask me to
suggest
thoughtful
gifts for seniors -- especially those
on
living
fixed
incomes.

Dear Abby

First, a gentle • warning:
Do not send
• By Abigail
Van Buren
cologne,
aftershave
or scented bath powder, unless
you're sure it's welcome. Scents
are highly personal; not every
perfume works on every person.
Never give a pet to anyone
unless you have made absolutely certain the person wants one
and can properly care for it.
Unless you're sure they
imbibe, refrain from giving
alcoholic beverages to people.
Also, while candy, nuts and holiday confections make beautiful
gifts for those who are not
counting calories, please show
compassion for those who must,
and lead them not into temptation.
Many folks on fixed incomes
would welcome a gift basket of
goodies. Include small cans of
tuna, chicken or stew; assorted
flavored instant coffee and

War II.
In 1958. the African nation ofChad became an autonomous
republic within the French community.
In 1964, the tinted States
launched the space probe Mariner
IV on a course to Mars.
In 1975, President Ford nominated Federal Judge John Paul
Stev ens to the. U.S. Supreme Court
seat vacated by William 0. Dougla•
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Does weather affect
heart failure?

Holiday gift suggestions
emphasize the practical

Todaylnliistory
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 28, the
.132nd day of 2005. There are 33
days left in the year. .
Today's Highlight in History.
On Nov. 28. 1942, nearly 500
people died in a fire that destroyed
the Cocoanut Grove nightclub in
Boston.
On this date:
In 1520. Portuguese nasigator
Ferdinand Magellan reached the
!1•1• ,•leh
Pacific (k-can after r.•
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herbal teas; soup mixes, crackers. cookies, nuts, dried fruit
and hot breakfast cereal. Or fill
their freezer with frozen homemade meals that can be
microwaved in minutes.
Gift certificates can be a godsend. Give gift certificates for
grocenes. haircuts. manicures,
massages, dry cleaning, restaurant meals, video rentals and
department stores. Tickets make
great gifts -- to movies, concerts, the opera, a play (could be
at a local community theater)
and spoiling events.
Homemade coupons for
"Honey-do's" (Honey, do this -and Honey, do that) make
thoughtful presents. Create
some that are redeemable for
chores such as window washing, painting, gardening; washing, waxing and car detailing;
replacing light bulbs, cleaning
ceiling fans, changing air-conditioning filters: moving heavy
furniture for spring and fall
cleaning, and transportation for
shopping or doctor's visits, etc.
Because not all seniors drive.
bus passes and coupons for senior transportation or taxis can
come in handy.
Prepayment of utilities for a
month or two can be sent directly to the utility company. Then
inform the recipients they'll
have "extra" money to spend as
they wish. We all know medications are notoriously expensive..
A gift certificate to the neighborhood pharmacy would be
greatly appreciated.
For pet owners, remember
their furry, four-legged family
member with a treat -- a can of
dog or cat food or a rawhide
chew stick or catnip toy.
(They'll lap it up!)
A subscription to a magazine
or newspaper you know the person will enjoy is a gift that
keeps on giving. Large-print
calendars with family birthdays,
anniversaries, etc., marked and
personalized with family photographs. are welcome, as are
large-print address books with
information transferred from
the recipient's records.
teallradM or V'
Give a
ces
onttollect:Itlev istOn. if
permit. A col-diess phone or
answering machine makes a
practical gift as well.
Other suggestions: a cuddly
robe, slippers or socks with
non-skid soles, sweatpants and
sweatshirts, and stationery (be
sure io include felt-tipped pens
and lots of stamps).
And remember, the holidays
can be a depress* time for
people who are alone. If someone you know could use an outing, give that person the most
meaningful gift of all -- an invitation to have a meal with you
and your family. The greatest
gift you can give is a gift of
yourself.

me they experience more severe
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
congestive heart failure and fre- symptoms on damp, overcast days.
quently experience shortness of I believe them, but I don't have
breath. I've observed my breath- an explanation for the phenomeing difficul- non.
Because you have heart disties are worse
the ease and might like more inforwhen
barometric mation about ways you can help
pressure is yourself. I'm sending you a copy
low. Is there of my Health Report "Coronary
a connection? Artery Disease."
DEAR DR. GOTT: Will the
DEAR
READER: consumption of beer cause high
the blood pressure and a high choWhen
heart muscle lesterol lever My wife and I have
contracts a hot argument going and would
less like your comments.
with
DEAR READER: As in many
than
vigor
By
normal, issues, the key element here is moderation. A couple of beers a day
Dr. Peter Gott excess fluid
may accumu- will not affect. a person's health.
late in tissue in the ankles, liver This moderate amount will neiand lungs. Called "congestive heart ther raise the cholesterol level nor
failure," this serious condition affect the blood pressure.
On the other hand, excessive
results from any disease affecting
cardiac muscle, including arte- beer consumption (more than_aix
riosclerosis, untreated hyperten- cans a day) is associated with
sion and cardiomyopathy., an all- many ill effects, including hyperinclusive term denoting heart dam- tension, heart disease, liver disorage from infection, alcohol or ders, pancreatic inflammation,
alteration in blood fats, and disother toxic factors.
In its classic form, congestive ordered thinking — in short, all
heart failure is hard to miss: The the consequences of alcoholism.
Unfortunately, many driakers do
ankles are edematous (swollen),
the liver is enlarged and tender, not consider beer to be alcohol,
and the lungs are filled with fluid on a par. say, with whiskey or
that can he heard through a stetho- gin. Therefore. beers "don't count"
scope. A chest X-ray will con- when estimating alcohol consumpfirm the presence of an enlarged. tion. Such thinking is incorrect.
flabby heart, associated with fluid Beer contains alcohol, which
affects the body in exactly the
shadows in the lungs.
Treatment consists of medicine same ways alcohol from any other
(such as Digitalis) to strengthen source does.
The answer to your question,
the heartbeat, diuretics (such as
Laski to stimulate the release of then. is yes and no. I suggest you
fluid through the kidneys and limit your beer intake and find a
drugs (such as ACE inhibitors) to more interesting topic about which
to disagree with your wife.
reduce the work of the heart.
I am not aware of any scienCopyright 2005. Newspaper
tific studies showing that low barometric pressure affects heart fail- Enterprise Assn.
ure. Yet, time and time again,
patients with this condition tell

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 9 76
AKQJ 1087
•—
•K 7
EAST
WEST
•10 4 3 2
•Q 8 5
IP 4
W96 5 3 2
•I 10 8 3
•2
410 965
4Q 3 2
SOI III
•A
•—
•A K Q 9 7

54

+A I 84
The bidding:
South
North East
West
3•
Pass
1 W
Pass
3+
Pass
3
Pass
7•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
7 NT
Pass
7V
Pass
Opening lead --- three of hearts.
This extraordinary dpil occurred
in 1971 in a match to choose the
team to represent the United States in
the forthcoming world championship.
There was much discussion at the
time about how the bidding should
have gone (instead of the way it actually went at the two tables). There
are probably do/ens of sequences
that could have been employed on

the combined hands -- • many of
which would lead to the theoretically
best contract of seven notrump but we give here only the two
sequences that occurred.

At the first table,the bidding went
as shown. South's seven-notrump
bid was a target of Criticism by some
players who contended North might
have had one more, heart instead of
the king of clubs ----- in which case
seven notrump would.have had no
chance. These armchair analysts contended that South should have passed
seven hearts. However, South easily
made seven notrump for a score (if
2.220 points, so the argument
became academic.
The bidding at the second table
was even less scientific:
South
North East
West
7•
Pass
I
Pass
were
diamonds
Unfortunately, the
divided 4-1 instead of 3-2. so South
went down one in the grand slam.
His team thus. lost 2.320 points on
and also lost the
this one deal
match.
It can be argued that North should
have bid seven hearts over seven diamonds, and certainly this was a possible bid. Against this, however, it
can be argued that South might have
held all 13 diamonds, or possibly 12
of them. and North surely would
have felt foolish in that case.

Tomorrow: The world of the card-pusher
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Muscle spasm
Hog's dinner
Longs tor
Prove sucoesslui

1
6
11
12

(2 wds).
14 Like a peacock
15 Golf clubs
17 Scale note
18 Hairpin curve
19 Strong feeling
of hostility
20 London radio
21 Pod contents
23'Treat a sprain
24 Sneak a look
25 Elegant coiffure
27 Tight-knit team
28 Pedro s lang
30 Uh cousins
31 Bottle cap
32 City rte
33 Supermarket
area
35 Bleachers sand
36 WVVVV addresses
37 Green
vegetable

4

38 Units of work
42 Islet
43'- we there
yet?"
44 Help-wanted
abbr
45 And, to Caesar
46 Put - (save)
48 Pitch.
- 49 Does a double take
51 Mink or ermine
53 Reverie
54 Over

DOWN
I Retrain frog
alary increase
3 Son of Prince
Valiant
4 Great Lakes St
5 Tire pressure
meas
6 Mustiroom-to-be
7 Dwindle
8 Green card org
9 'Behold"
10 Waddles
2
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11 - St Laurent
13 Movie pass
16 'Little Caesar:
role
20 Garden plot
22 Sword fights
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23 Badges
24 Juan s father

26 Game or
• season
opener
27 Spy org
28 Cup holder
29 Copied
illegally
31 Hawaii s
Mauna

•
Wily
35 Sax
mouthpiece
37 Rainbow.
maker

34

39 Be frugal
40 Hurt at
Pamplona
41 Talk up

43 Movie canine
46 Poker card
47 Wool giver
48 Possessed •
50 Element 18
symbol
52 Space width

local Mail
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.391.00
1 yr.
Rest of KY/TN
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Subscriptions
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Titans get much-needed win

pass for a 2-point conversion follow NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Steve for the first time since Oct. 16.
McNair finished 23-of-4I in his best nig a I7-yard TD toss to Amaz BatMcNair took advantage of a soft San
Francisco pass defense to post his best game since Oct. 12, 2003, when he tle with 1:15 left.
San Francisco recovered the ensugame in more than two years and give threw for 421 yards against Houston
the Tennessee Titans a long-awaited in the season he shared the MVP with ing onside kick. But with no timeouts
left, the 49ers already were out of time
Peyton Manning..
victory.
McNair threw for 343 yards and • It was the fifth time this season before Vanden Bosch sacked Dorsey.
The 49ers led 14-9 at halftime after
three touchdowns in the third quarter, that the 49ers (2-9) had allowed a team
including two within 80 seconds, and to throw for more than 300 yards. The the Titans had tried their best to take
the Titans snapped a five-game losing Titans finished with a season-high 461 advantage of the NFL's worst defense
by going with the no-huddle and even
streak by beating the 49ers 33-22 on yards total offense.
Ken Dorsey got his second straight using rookie cornerback Adam "Pacman"
Sunday.
Chris Brown, who hasn't rushed for start for the 49ers, and completed a Jones on offense for a couple plays.
100 yards in a game this season, caught
Ars
three passes for 105 yards and a touch- Tennessee Titans running back Travis Henry (20) rushes past San
down. Rob Bironas also kicked a career- Francisco 49ers defenders Ben Emanuel (38) and Anthony Adams
high four field goals. Kyle Vanden
(91) in the fourth quarter on Sunday in Nashville, Tenn. Henry
Bosch had two sacks, and the Titans
13 carries as the Titans defeated the 49ers.
(3-8) forced four turnovers in winning rushed for 86 yards on

Brohm's injury Western Ky. 86, Murray State 59
leaves Cantwell
in svotlittht
He had to be helped to the
sidelines.
The conference's top-rated
passer spent most of the fourth
quarter on a training table with
his knee wrapped in ice. Brohm
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — was scheduled to have an MRI
Gator Bowl president Mike exam Monday to determine the
sfood in the press box extent of the injury, but his
(
Hartley
at Papa John's Cardinal Stadi- status for Saturday's seasonum during halftime of No. 16 finale at Connecticut is in doubt.
Louisville's 41-17 win over
Without Brohm, the CardiSyracuse on Saturday and talked nals were able to score 17
breathlessly about why he fourth-quarter points behind a
would love to invite the Car- tremendous defensive stand and
dinals down to Jacksonville, spectacular play by running
Fla., for a little football game backs Kolby Smith and George
on Jan. 2.
Stripling. So the keys to one
"They're a national team of the nation's most potent
now,(head coach) Bobby Petri- offenses and a potential Jan.
no has them playing fabulous- 2 bowl bid could lie in the
ly,- Hartley said. "They're a hands of untested redshirt freshtremendous offensive power."
Hunter
quarterback
man
Less than an hour later, the Cantwell.
engine that drives the Big East's
Cantwell had thrown all of
highest-scoring offense — soph- six passes in mop-up duty this
omore quarterback Brian Brohm season before taking over for
— lay on the turf writhing in Brohm. After a shaky first
agony, his right knee swollen. series, he spent most of his
Brohm fell awkwardly after time handing off to Smith and
being tackled by Syracuse's Stripling, finishing 3-of-.5 for
Kellen Pruitt with five minutes left in the third quarter. •See BROHM Page 2B

Former Paducah
Tilghman star
now Cards' QB

Staff changes
expected

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Murray State sophomore Alaina Lee shoots over the defense of Western
Kentucky's Tifany Zaragoza Saturday night at the RSEC. Lee finished with a
team-high 17 points in the Lady Racers' 86-59 loss to the visiting Lady Hilltoppers.

AP

Louisville quarterback Brian Brohm, top, is dragged
to the turf by Syracuse defender James Wyche during the first half of Saturday's game at Papa John's
Stadium in Louisville. Brohm left the contest with a
knee injury.

Wilkinson leads Huskers
past Southeast Missouri
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — Wes Wilkinson's first start of the
season resulted in the best game of his career.
Wilkinson scored a career-high 25 points and had a teamhigh nine rebounds to lead Nebraska to a 69-54 victory over
Southeast Missouri State on Sunday.
Wilkinson was coming off an ankle injury suffered Nov. 19
against Yale. He had to sit out a game against Louisiana Tech
the following day.
Wilkinson's nine rebounds tied his career high, and he also
had two assists and a blocked shot. He topped his career high
of 22 points against Kansas State last season.
Nebraska (4-0) broke a 17-all tie on an Aleks Marie jumper
and then held the Reclhawks (2-2) to four points over a 6:21
span of the first half.
Nebraska, which shot just 39.8 percent in its first three
games, hit 59 percent of its shots in the first half and finished
at 51.9 percent.
Southeast Missouri, which shot just 30.3 percent, cut the
lead to eight points early in the second half but got no closer.
"We missed easy baskets. I can think of four layups that
we missed." Southeast Missouri coach Gary Garner said. "I'm
not saying that we would have won the game, but we could
have made this game very interesting.
"I think today's game was a little more about Nebraska
better than us, naturally, but also that we missed
being a
a lot of good shots."

Nutt,
Broyles
to sort
out Hogs
season

Stifling defense lifts Lady
'Toppers over Lady Racers
Special To The Ledger
The Murray State Lady
Racers hung tough against
Western
nationally-ranked
Kentucky during the early
stages of Saturday night's
matchup between the two
regional rivals, taking a 2322 lead with 7:45 left in the
first half.
But the Lady Hilltoppers
tightened up their defense in
the post, putting the clamps
on the Lady Racer offense
during an 86-59 triumph over
Murray State at the Regional Special Events Center.
MSU (0-3) had a 6-3 lead
when freshman forward Ashley Nichole Hayes popped in
a jumper with 17:45 left in
the half, but Western (3-0)
— ranked 31st in the
ESPN/WBCA poll and 37th
in the Associated Press poll
— went on a 10-2 run to
take a 13-8 lead when Krystal Gardner made two free
throws with 15:05 left.
Murray State countered
with an 8-2 run of its own
to push ahead 16-15 when junior post Erica Gordian hit a
free throw with 12:14 left in
the period.
The Lady Toppers were

able to get a three-point lead,
but the Lady Racers came
right back, as freshman guard
Amber Guffey hit two free
throws to give MSU a 2322 lead with 7:45 remaining.
• That's when Western Kentucky turned things up a notch,
closing out the half on a 145 run to go into the locker
room with a 36-28 lead at
intermission. The intensified
Lady Topper defense stymied
Murray State, holding the
Lady Racers to 21.4-percent
shooting from the field (6for-28) in the second half.
Sophomore guard Alaina
Lee led MSU with 17 points
to go with three assists and
two steals. Gordian added
eight points and eight
rebounds along with two
steals, while senior forward
Jessie Hirsch grabbed eight
rebounds and had a game-high
three steals. Guffey handed
out a team-high four assists
for the Lady Racers.
Western Kentucky was
paced by Tiffany Porter-Talbert's 19 points, six assists
and three blocked shots to
go with eight rebounds. Charlotte Marshall put in 16 points,
while Ashley Butler had 12

points and two steals.
Crystil Kelly had a double-double with 13 points and
13 rebounds to go with six
assists and two steals.
"We got off to a good
start, and got aggressive, like
we talked about." said MSU
head coach Joi Felton. "In
the second half, we played
like we were in shell-shock.
We had a good halftime talk,
and didn't come out and play
aggressively. Western Kentucky, on the other hand,
really played aggressively.
They came out and did some
good things on the boards
and went inside.
"We knew that their game
plan coming out in the second half was going to be to
attack the boards a lot harder. We didn't do a good job.
They took it to us. and we
didn't step up to the challenge in the second half.
really disappointing. Obviously, we were impressed with
how well we played in the
first half, but you have to
play 40 minutes in a ballgame."
The Lady Racers now play
three road games over a fourbeginning
period,
day
Wednesday at Northern Iowa.

FAYETTEVILLE. Ark.(AP)
-- Evaluations of the Arkansas
season begin in earnest this
week as coach Houston Nutt
and athletic director Frank
Broyles plan to meet again
Monday. Nutt said Sunday during his usual post-gaine news
conference.
Nutt added that any staffing
changes will take time.
Arkansas (4-7, 2-6 Southeastern Conference) finished its
season Friday with a 19-17
loss to LSU. Nutt met with
Broyles on Saturday, but said
nothing solid was discussed.
"It is one
step at a
one
time,
day at a
time." Nutt
said. -This
week is a
for
week
evaluating
this program
from A to Z.
Nutt
We are going
to take one step at a time and
step back from everything. You
can't get in a big hurry."
Nutt said he did not know
if the definitely would be
staffing changes and warded
off rumors by asking fans to
not believe talk until they heard
anything from him.
"I will let you .know as soon
as things happen." Nutt said.
Given back-to-back losing
seasons. Nutt said that it may
be harder to recruit but that
after Arkansas' near-win over
LSU the phone has started ringing.
"Anyone who watched that
game, anyone who witnessed
the LSU game, knows things
are bright," Nutt said. "Going
by the latest phone calls I have
had with recruits and studentathletes, they were pretty high
after watching us at LSU and
after Ole Miss and Mississippi State. That helped."
Given the death of his father
in April. Nutt said it has been
a frustrating season.
"This has been the toughest year of my life," he said.
"Adding on top of that losing
a father, this has been the
toughest year for everything."
Some decisions were easy
though, the coach said, like
using freshman Casey Dick at
quarterback mid-way through
the season.
"That decision really helped
us," Nutt said. "He gave us
another dimension. He sat in
the pocket even when the protection was poor because we
were beat up a little bit. he
would sit in there until the
last possible second, sometime
too long. but that is just learning. He lifted us a little bit."
Nutt said he plans to meet
with his players and wanted
to squelch talk that running back
Peyton Hillis would transfer.
"He is not transferring," Nutt
said. "I've talked to him. That
is not true. So we need to
stop those rumors. He is going
to be a Razorback. We have
to sit down and evaluate what
is best."
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Funk
claims
Skins
Game
LA QUINTA. Calif. (AP)
— Tiger Woods might want
to think twice about needling
Fred Funk.
Sure, everyone had some
side-splitting laughs on the third
hole of the Skins Game when
Funk pulled on a pink skirt,
his penalty for failing to outdrive Annika Sorenstam. tt was
Woods ssho.first suggested that
" Funk would face eternal grief
it one of ,Funk's straight-hutshort drises didn't measure up
to one by the LPGA star.
Well, the yuks and doubleentendres made way for some
serious golf on Sunday, when
Funk set rookie records by
%sinning the Skins Game with
a whopping S925.(U) and 15
skins.
Funk had a two-putt birdie
on the par-5 18th, collecting
the final $550,(X)0 and six skins
when none other than Woods
missed an 8-foot birdie putt.
-Wow," said the 49-year-old
Funk, who became the oldest
Skins Game winner.
"I'm still in shock that I
got asked to he in this thing."
said Funk, who was invited to
his first Skins Game after winning The Players Championship
in March. "Esc always watched
it on *TV and was shocked to
he part of it. It's something
that I didn't even dream of. actually. First of all. I didn't dream
that Id win Hie Players Championship.
Said Woods: "It started off
with some nice birdies at first,
and after that Funky just took
Coincidentally. funk won
$775,000 and 12 skins on two
par-5. The $925.000 and 15
skins were records for a rookAlmost as surprising as Funk
%s inning practically the entire
purse was ['red Couples. the
King of Skins, getting shut out
for the first time in 12 appearances
"Getting nothing is not the
end of the world." said Couples. Mut still holds the Skins
Game L arecr teem& with
.1.515.9oo and 77 skins. "I've
i_otteit Ill!, OUR' SO.I'm tickled pink lust to he here."
Woods 551111 the other
1.75.()00, on the third hole on
Saturdas. Sorenstam was shut
Alt tot the second straight year.
"Hus ourse is long for me
to %Ian ss oh. and you put sonic
wind and st‘me tom greens. it
made it *really tough for me
It, get it dose.- said Sorenstain. the I.Pt i.‘ star playing
in her third stt.light Skins Game.
'it's an lb 1114 ii simply to come
,reat experihere. rhi.
ence for me
itopitrs win! prOltigitittit

Lindy Suitor
Wait tostor rano Apret
10 tem ciri rar Mt ~once
briar
4011 Will Si. • 751-51142

TV Schedule
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 30 p m
E SP' Vr,nld Tech at O.
NFL
p.m.
ABC -- Pittsburon at India
,

1110.14 IMO OW • I
ME •
• III • II
1.11.111111WW",
r7"-IMONIMINOP
MilmiNewmaiattadmairmiimemmair

•walk!

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsim
.com

FCT5REBOA11D1
Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King 901 Sycamore
NFL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
6
5
New England
4
7
Buffalo
4
7
Miami
2
9
N Y Jets
South

W

I

T
0
0
0
0

t

0
10
0
8
3
0
3
8
0
1
10
0
North
W
L
T
Cincinnati
8
3
0
7
3
0
Pittsburgh .
4
7
0
Cleveland
3
8
Baltimore
0
West
W
L
T
9
2
Denver
0
7
4
0
San Diego
7
4
Kansas City
0
4
7
Oakland
0
Thursday's Games
Atlanta 27, Detroit 7
Denver 24. Dallas 21, OT
Sundays Games
St. Louis 33. Houston 27. OT
Carolina 13. Buffalo 9
San Diego 23. Washington 17, OT
Tennessee 33. San Francisco 22
Chicago 13, Tampa Bay 10
Cincinnati 42, Baltimore 29
Kansas City 26, New England 16
Minnesota 24, Cleveland 12
Miami 33, Oakland 21
JacksonviNe 24, Anzona 17
Seattle 21. N.Y. Giants 21. OT
Philadelphia 19, Green Bay 14
New Orleans 21. N.Y Jets 19
Today's Game
Pittsburgh at Indianapolis. 8 p.m
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Tennessee
Houston

AP
St. Louis Rams quarterback Ryan Fitzpatrick (12) tries to avoid being sacked by
Houston Texans Jason Babin (93) during the fourth quarter Sunday in Houston.
The Rams beat the Texans 33-27 In overtime.

Missed kicks, victorious backups
highlight Sunday's NFL action
By The Associated Press
It was a good day to he a
backup quarterback in the NFL
— and a had day to be Jay
Feely.
Reserve quarterbacks Ryan
Fitzpatrick. Mike McMahon and
David Garrard all led their teams
to victory on a day when New
York Giants kicker Feely missed
three field goals — including
Iwo in overtime — in a loss
to. Seattle.
Feely failed on the final
play of regulation from 40
yards. then couldn't hit from
54 and 45 yards in the extra
sesion Sunday. Seattle used a
38-yard pass from Matt Hasselbeck to D.J. Hackett to get
close for a 36-yarder from Josh
Brown to win 24-21.
"People are going to say
it's a team game." Feely said.
"But the fact of the matter is
you have to come through when
you have one opportunity —
much less two good opportunities."
St. Louis rookie Fitzpatrick
capped an improbable come:
back with a 56-yard TD pass
to Kevin Curtis in overtime,givmg the Rams a 33-27 win over
the Houston Texans.
"I knew there was no way
t4t: were going to lose that
game." the seventh-round pick
from Harvard said. "You sort
of get that feeling out there.
of invincibility, with the way
the offense was playing late
and the way the defense real-

by stepped up."
. At Seattle, Shaun AlexanGarrard. who had taken one der rushed 31 times for 11()
snap all season before Sunday, yards, 94 after halftime, and
stepped in after Jacksonville former Giant Joe Jurevicius had
starter Byron Leftwich broke his eight receptions for 137 yards
left ankle and ran for a 16- and two touchdowns for Seatyard score in the Jaguars' 24- tle (9-2).
17 win over Arizona.
The Glints, led by quarter"That's my job to step in back Eli Manning's career day.
when Byron goes down," Gar- fell to 7-4 instead of being 8rard said, -and it's happened 3 for the first time since their
now, so I've got to step up 2000 Super Bowl season. They
and do my job and everyone are tied with Dallas for first
here has my back."
place in the NFC East and
McMahon, starting his sec- host the Cowboys next Sunond game for Philadelphia in day.
The Seahawks have the best
place of the injured Donovan
McNabb, was unspectacular but record in the NFC and need
efficient in a 19-14 win over one win or a St. Louis loss to
Green Bay that snapped a four- clinch their second consecugame losing streak.
tive NFC West title.
"It's not always pretty. but Bears 13, Tampa Bay 10
it's nice to get a win." said
At Tampa. Fla.. Alex Brown
kicker David Akers. who made sacked Chris Simms to force
four field goals.
a fumble that set up ChicaElsewhere, it was Carolina go's only touchdown, and
13, Buffalo 9; San Diego 23, helped the Bears (8-3) to their
Washington 17 in overtime; first seven-game winning streak
Tennessee 33, San Francisco since 1986.
22; Chicago 13. Tampa Bay
Matt Bryant missed a poten10; Cincinnati 42, Baltimore tial tying 29-yard field goal
29: Kansas City 26, New Eng- attempt for the Bucs (7-4) with
land 16; Minnesota 24, Cleve- 2:47 to go.
land 12; Miami 33, Oakland
Kyle Orton threw for 134
21: and New Orleans 21. the yards and a TD and Robbie
New York Jets .19.
Gould kicked field goals of 25
On Thursday. Atlanta beat and 36 yards for the Bears.
Detroit 27-7 and Denver defeat- Brown finished with two sacks
ed Dallas 24-21 in overtime.
and his third forced fumble in
Pittsburgh visits undefeated two weeks. He also batted
Indianapolis on Monday night. down three passes in the backSeahawks 24. New York Giants field and broke up a pass down21
field.

After disastrous season, UT
looking forward to 2006
LE X I NGTON. Ky. (AL'
.fennessee already is thinking
about next football season, and
who Can blame the Volunteers
for doing so?
The Vols (5-6, 3-5 Smutted
stern Conference) needed a 278 win over Kentucky on Saturday simply to avoid the SEC
Eastern Division cellar — at
the end of a season in which
they began with a No. 3 national ranking.
Tennessee had its first losing record since 1988. saw a
16-year streak of bowl appearances end and lost to in-state
rival Vanderbilt for the first
time since 19)42.
It's no surprise, then, that
the first questions coach Phillip
Fulmer faced after the win over
the Wildcats (3-8, 2-6) 'dealt
with next season.
"The tendency is to be

relieved that the season is over,"
Fulmer said, "but I really wish
we had another two weeks of
practice, a howl game and (the
chance to) get the young guys
more experience. You take
whatever lessons you learned
and try to make the most of
them.
—Now, we are going to look
at a lot of different things in
terms of decisions and adjustments to be made in order for
us to get hack on track."
Among the immediate .concerns is whom Fulmer will
pick to replace Randy Sanders,
who resigned as the Vols' offensive coordinator during the season.
The favorite for the job is
David Cutcliffe, who once held
that position until he left to
become Mississippi's head
eoach Ole "sli— fired Cutcliffe
411.

Flex Account Insurance?
Don't Lose It...Use It!
Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Eyecare Specialties
1-800-363-4720

Murray Ledger & limes

SPORTS

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500

last year after six seasons, and
he subsequently stepped down
as Notre Dame's assistant head
coach during the spring after
undergoing heart-bypass surgery.
Cutcliffe did not attend Saturday's game, and when asked
about the possible hiring of an
offensive coordinator. Fulmer
said only. "We'll talk more
about that next week."
Fulmer wanted instead to discuss Tennessee's most lopsided
win of the season.
The
that
inconsistency
plagued the Vols' offense much
of the season never appeared
against Kentucky, as-Tennessee
beat the Wildcats for the 21st
straight time — the secondlongest active winning streak
in an uninterrupted series
between major-college opponenis. Notre Dame's 42-game
winning streak over Navy is
the longest. Kentucky hasn't
beaten Tennessee since 1984.
Tennessee sophomore quarterback Erik Ainge. who has
rotated with senior Rick Clausen
all season, made his.fifth start
of the year and went the distance. completing 17 of 25
passes for 221 yards and two
touchdowns, both in the first
half.

753-8355

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
4
7
0
Dallas
4
0
7
N.Y.. Giants
0
5
6
Washington
5
0
6
Philadelphia
South
W
L.
T
8
3
0
Carolina
7
4
0
Tampa Bay
7
4
0
Atlanta
3
8
0
New Orleans
North
W
L
T
'8
3
Chicago
0
6
5
0
Minnesota
4
7
0
Detroit
2
9
0
Green Bay
West
W
L
T
2
0 S
9
Seattle
5
6
0
Louis
3
8
0
Arizona
2
9
0
San Francisco
Sunday, Dec. 4
Buffalo at Miami. Noon
Minnesota at Detroit. Noon
Dallas at N Y. Giants. Noon
Green Bay at Chicago. Noon
Houston at Baltimore. Noon
Tennessee at Indianapolis, Noon
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, Noon
Atlanta at Carolina. Noon
Tampa Bay vs New Orleans at Baton
, Rouge. La. Noon
Jacksonville at Cleveland, Noon
Washington at St. Louis, 305 p.m.
Arizona at San Francisco. 3:05 p.m.
Denver at Kansas City, 3:15 p.m.
N.Y. Jets at New England, 3:15 p.m.
Oakland at San Diego, 7130 p.m
Monday, Dec. 5
Seattle at Philadelphia, 8 p.m.

The CHA-3 Kenpo Karate Self Defense Institute
recently announced the re-opening of a former
dojo in Calloway County. The school is located
on Beach Road in Kirksey and is managed by
chief instructor Larry G. Carson (pictured above).
Carson was inducted into the United States Martial Arts Millennial Hall of Fame in 1986. He also
holds an honorary Rokudan rank with the Kagaisha
Kansei Ryu System and is a lifetime member of
the United Christian Kenpo Brotherhood. The
local dojo will offer a private school setting,
small classes and personalized instruction certified by the CHA-3 institute. For more information. call (270) 489-2704.

•Brohm
From Page 1B
66 yards.
-What I didn't want to do
was put (Cantwell) in a position to lose the game," Petrino said. "I felt like we would
play good defense and run the
hall and take a couple shots
at throwing it.
"I certainly didn't want to
put him in a position where
he had the opportunity to make
a huge error and we're going
to have to make sure that if
Brian is out that he's ready to
go next week."
Yet with the Orange stacking the line of scrimmage to
stop the run. Petrino did allow
Cantwell one risky play.
On first down from the
Louisville 34 with just over
four minutes left. Cantwell
dropped hack and hit a wideopen Smith in the flat.
Smith chugged 57 yards to
the Syracuse 9, and Stripling
ran around left end on the next

play to help the Cardinals
-extend their school-record winning streak to 12.
The call even caught Smith
off-guard.
"It was a surprise to me, I
thought we were just going to
run it at the end," Smith said.
"I just tried to take it down
as far as I could and George
did the rest."
Holding off a struggling
opponent at home with the
emotions of Senior Day running high is one thing, doing
it on the road in the bitter
cold against a Huskies' team
playing to become bowl-eligible (5-5) is,. another.
Yet the Cardinals feel they
can show they're more than
just role players in "The Brian
Brohm Show." Sure, they'd love
to have him under center against
Connecticut, but there are 84
other players on scholarship
who will step in if Brohm
misses the second game of his
career.
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CI Notice

Slip Weriesd

Help Wanted
2 metal stud framers &
ceiling
acoustic
installers needed in
Murray. 753-2121 or
703-9321

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only'
1-800-578-8799

Courv, Brown T
I %KO(! S II I
11‘ A 011 BR 8 \I)

KrDstittR!
Save 411-711(i Off
retail prices.

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

FOUND on 464: heavy
coat with the name
Jeremy Scott on the
right side of chest
759-9595
REWARD
LOST Samsung cell
phone on 11/25
489-2604 293-9815

LOST on 11/19/2005:
red and white Pitbull
puppy. Has a white
stnpe in the middle of
face. Goes by Gotti.
Reward 705-5858.
060

60 days or less.
become a regional
with
manager
us.
Supplement your present income. Earn 52K3K per month. Part
time or full time. No
experience required.
Training available. Call
877-676-5587
BUSINESS Sales Rep
Applicant
needed.
Should have great people skills and ability to
work
with
pubic.
Successful sales rep
will have unlimited
earning
potential
through commission.
Please mail resume to
500-B South
12th
Murray,KY
Street,
42071, or email to
sales_positionet
charterintemet.com
center
CHILDCARE
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible
Apply 109 S 15th St
Murray

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.

09
Domestic & Childcare

FULL time LPN/CNA
for West Kentucky
Gastroentrology
Center Send resume
to 719 Elm St., Murray.
KY 42071
LARGO Bar and Grill
looking for servers
bartenders, and cooks
Apply in person after
4PM Ask for Ron or
Carmella

Help

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
(CFO)
Oversees fiscal functions of the
organization in accordance with
generally accepted accounting system
controls and standards. Directs the
overall financial plans and accounting
practices of the organization for the

30" G.E. range. good
almond,
condition,
Small
$100.
microwave, white, $25.
753-8744

Accounting and 3-5 years relevant
management experience

Send Resume to:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on

Applications available online:

II usiness

Opportunity
AVON: Save 20-50%
on your holiday shopping Free delivery
1-877-420-6567

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service repairs
759.3556
Computer
THE
Computer
Remedy
repair, system recovery, and in-home assistance 435-4667

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519-S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

,,mplete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

rre

iir.sJ '9 Itabp4iss

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100citif
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
al Mai
,

1408-FOR MIIJS
I atie4S74757

Mims KY411011
MIMIAS

Ali Omar"Transportation .kirport Senlet • Certified Drivers

190
Farm EthaPment

Equal Opportunity Employer

WANTED RETIRED OR ACTWE
TEACHERS PART TIME
Requirements: Current or prior teaching
certificate. Willing and able to be trained on
Math. Academic Reading, Writing and Algebra;
work with students in all grades; enthusiastic
and positive approach to teaching. Wages based
on an hourly rate. Paid training is provided.
‘y/

To apply call 270•759-$010
or e-mail us at
syli.a:140
4ftftlku
Lrra
E ril
ymEY:
lurra
TY'net

"

SUPPORT COORDINATION
POSITION
residential

developmentally

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal

with

MR/DD

home
COMPLETE
5gym. dumbells
55Ibs., bars. cable
machine. lots of accessories. 227-5609

FIREWOOD $50 a rick
270)527-8368
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

pro-

Adults. Requirements: Bachelors Degree

population - prefer

lie
1400485-6033

All

reliable

transportation -

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre $11,500
753-6012

a positive attitude and be professional.

COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES offers
opportunity for advancement, excellent
benefits, including

paid

training, 401

paid holidays, vacation and sick leave.
Please apply in person or send resume to
Community Alternatives of Kentucky,
Attention: Human

Resource

Manager,

P.O. Box 628, Benton, Kentucky 42025 or
in person at 102 CAKY Drive, Benton,
Ky 42025.

Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
Open Application Period
11/21/05 - 12/9/05
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation is currently
accepting applications for employment.
Please apply at the Career Discovery Center next
to Martha's on Highway 64IN. Applications will
be accepted from November 21, 2005 until
1)ecember 9, 2005.
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation offers a competitive compensation and benefit package
including health insurance, life insurance, short
and long-term disability insurance, paid vacations
and holidays. 40Ik and retirement plan.
High School education along with pre-employment testing is required. Post offer drug screen.
physical and background check also required.
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation is an equal
opportunity employer and does not discriminate
on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age,
national origin or disability.

150

150
Aniciss
For Side

Articles
For Sale

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

FREE
4-room satellite system, DVR & HD
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-0901 or
877-455-0901

WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200.
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

Mobile Homes For Sale

must

have computer knowledge - must have

DallaS Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Special'.:

Types of f2efuse Service

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

Save 20% to 60% on Telephone Service
Business or Residential -

• I i;ler ID
• ll walling
For

Calling Features
•Three-way calling
•Hunting rollover

up contact
William Robertson phone:

further information or to sign

(270)753-0444

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

S35 00 a month

Rates are all-inclusive - no extra taxes or fees
Your telephone number will not change

TAKE YOUR PICK
Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the 550's Call
731-642-6438 today"

2BA
2BR.
270)527-8808

$300

3BR 2BA mobile home
$375 a month
761-2206
3BR.28A
LARGE
$295 753-6012

previous supervisory experience - must
have valid KY driver's license - must

- PREPLANNING -

DIALOG

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry haasikarciz

(Acne.

Hall's Waste Management
weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293-2783• 293-2784

Apartments For Rent

disabled

in human service field - one year serv-

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A: $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

320

Firewood

OPPORTUNTI'Y

for

International
340
Tractor. Hay: square
bales, $2.50. Call
753-0313

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILLMi FOR M1 CLIENTS

the sguar.-

7534713

www.trigghospital.org

(K), medical, dental, vision insurance,

NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc
windows,
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

I BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Mp

have

Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years expenence.
References. If interested, please call
767-9428

Appliances

Requires Bachelor's Degree in

ice

HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins
753-6671

HD Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street, Murray & see
our large selection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD, Plasma & Rear
Projection from JVC,
LG, RCA. Toshiba &
Zenith from 20" to 65".
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers.
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

guidance of management.

For community-based

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.

Articles
Far Sale

Warded

TRIGG COUNTY HOSPITAL
FULL-TIME/EXEMPT
JOB OPENING

gram

No phone calls.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6,00PM

VISA

060

LOCAL church seeks
P/T Director of Children
and Youth Ministries.
Please provide resume
that
demonstrates
vision, energy, skills,.
and competency to
responsibly work with
others and relate to
children and teens as
they explore and learn
in a Christian environment. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-C,
Murray, KY 42071.
EOE
PART lime Sales
Positions
Available.
Ideal for individuals
with
service/retail
experience. Evening
hours. Great pay. Call
759-2485 for more
information.
PART-TIME Network
Support
Specialist
needed. At least one
year college required.
and one year experience preferred. Phone
system experience a
plus. Email resumes to
carsdice45 powerclairn_com
, or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 North
4th St, Murray, KY
42071.
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.621hr,
now hiring. For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor
1-913-599-8042, 24
Employment
hours.
service.
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1992 16x80, 3-BR, 2
Bath, newly remod
eled. $10,000. Fo
appointment 293-7621
293-4711 .
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1.0005. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
'83 River Oaks 14x72 2
bedroom, 2 bath,
remodeled
recently
Asking $7.000 OBO
Please call
or
(270)759-9956
for
(270)227-2132
more info.
TO
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM, SINGLES 8 DOUBLES!!:
Come pick out yours
today,' 731-584-9430
JUST ANNOUNCED:
$0 down available on
repos' No money down
& save thousands' Call
now' 731-584-9109
LAND HOME PACKIN
AGES, MOVE
TODAY All areas or
bring your deed for $0
down' 731-584-4926
EXTRA nice 14x56 2
BR 1 bath. House type
furniture. outbuilding,
carport,
movable
decks, all electric. Must
moved. South
be
area.
Marshall
(270)527-2689
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
$14,500 753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

Mabee Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
753-9866
320
Anisette* For Rent
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
1 BR, 1 year old, no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1, 2.3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 3BR apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
*2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt
appliances, w/d. $425
•1BR, 1 bath, with
Study, w/d. $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starting at
$250. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
NICE 2BR duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357

2 bedroom duplex.,out
ets for w/d. C.1-1/A, at
iappliances. no pets
1
Dec.
Available
(270)436-5960
2BR, 1.5BA duplex
1411 Hillwood. $450
per month. 293-7738
2BR, IBA, $290. 209
S. 11th St. 3 br 1 bath901 Sunny Lane $450.
753-3415
2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up. some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118
Vrew
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for lbr
apt, basic rent $330/
BR
2
month.
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances. Available Dec.
1 Brooklyn Drive. Call
270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR S340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR. C/H/A
Low utilities, quiet,
$420. What you've
for.
looking
been
(270)527-2284
NICE bnck duplex w/
carport and deck. 2BR,
1.5BA, stove, ref & d/w.
large closets_ Available
now! 753-1769 or
293-6181 $550 mo
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
- Ext. 283
1-800-545-1833
TDD
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

crOffice

Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..,6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

SMALL 1BR no pets
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2br.
2 bath. garage. C/H/A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905
MSUI
TO
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U•Hauls
753-9600

STORAGE
RENTALS
•BOATS •RV'S •ETC
628 South 3rd
EXTL\DED
MUMMA), ISN 42071

271 7

7

340
Houses For Rent
ommercial Prop
For Sale

2BR. IBA, storage
building. 571 Kir-ksey
Highway, Highway
299. $300 a month
plus deposit. No pets.
References required
(270)898-2340,
(270)994-3883
3BR brick. Sunroom.
w/d hookup, outside
storage No pets.
753-6931. 293-6070
3BR. 2 bath. Camelot
Subdivision. Available
$695
immediately.
month. (270)435-4602,
293-4602

Corner
Commercial
Lot
on Main Street.
near the

university.
Size 100' x 239'
Price S89.500

Call 753-5870

3BR. 2BA. C/H/A, w/d
hookup. near lake. PARIS. TN. Best loca$550 a month For tion, court square. west
more information, call side. 2 story. 2.500
or sq.ft.
(270)354-8456
floor
per
(270)703-2523
(270)489-2116 leave
message

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Ci o]marical Prop. For Rent
ll
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1.200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft
C/G/H,
restrooms,
parking,
of
plenty
excellent location near
tudicial building 404 N
4th St_ complex
759-3772.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
.tslow Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Meade', November 28, 2005

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 EA M5 FxreriENCI
12701 226-9398
(270i 49243191

FOR SALE
New construction in Murray Estates on
Thoroughbred. 3,650 Sg ft. 4 bdr., 3 bath,
3 car garage Features hardwood, tile,
carpet floors, etc
Cell 270-753-3966 or 270-293-9747
for appointment.

e

iwical PTO.For Rent

VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595
Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

i

nitssi Estee,

1-285 acres Owne
available
financing
(270)489-2116 leave
message
FOR sale duplex in
Northwood $98000
293-1446
T1iai0 story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
.ncome-producer
$125,000
270-753-4109
270-227-1545
AKIMIN
WATERFRONT properly' KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79.900'
Ideal location' New to
market Won't last' Call
owner 270-924-4328

['w-P

12 wooded acres in
Calloway
County.
sell
says
Owner
Mill
$35,000
Red
Realty 270-924-4112
Homes For Si.
FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres
House dose to
Murray.
753-9075,
227-21.93
21*1 I bath. 1 acre. 98
Nighthawk Or Murray
$55.000
1270)707-9344
FOR Sale By Owner
Websde
www homesbyowner c
oat/Murray
HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision. Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it
Houses
start
at
1.200
$70.000 for
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian
978-1323.
NEW 4 200 sq ft home
near Murray Picture
views 10 acre farm.
streams 5168,000 by
owner 270-767-0958
270-519-8570
RANCH Style House
105 acres. 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed.
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

AUTRY
ROOFING

For Rod
TOGA CO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

•97 GMC Sierra, SWB
*03 Honda CRX150
753-2676
Used Trucks
2001 Chevy ext cab,
oaded, new tires Must
sell, $10,500 OBO
293-0398
'99 Dodge Ram pickup
White with topper Low
mileage. nice $6500
293-9970
1996 extended cab Z71. 293-3807 or
293-3910

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work iS Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering,
landscaping, plumbing.
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
robertson ea wk . net

HAPPI
BIRTHDAY
for
Tbesclay, Nov. 29, 2005:
Your ability to understand and
see situations differently from
others remains your greatest
strength. Communicate with the
key people in your life, both professionally
and
personally.
Sometimes you need time to
think and reflect on important
decisions. Your happiness and
positive attitude could make all
the difference. You will see a
distinct mood change, as you
enter a new luck cycle late next
fall. In the period before, consid
er what you would like to say
goodbye tO in order to start a
positive new life cycle next fall.
If you are single, romance could
come in the form of a very mysterious person. Use your good
sense here. If you - are attached,
you need more downtime
together as a couple. SCORPIO
sees through you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

TV Listings Tuesday, November 29, 2005
A -1.14.4141114 h %II KU 51 11 11 I iti( i

TUESDAY MORNING
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News

8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 10:00' 10:30 11:00 ! 11:30
area(N)X
The Vint(Ni I.
Regis and Kelly
The View ,'Ni I
liallock (In Stereo)
TOtly Dents
Good Morning America 1

Marfa& 4 4

News

Today In Stereo) X

WfVF-CM 5 5

News X

MAK 6 6 6 6 News X

The Early Show's: Monti Williams X The Price Is Right Newel Y 4 R
News I
Myths )N) X
Todsy (in Slereo) X

WIIIIJ-ABC 7 7

Goal Morning America'

6.30
A BCD 6:00
W10111-49C 2 2
(5001 News
VISL-MC 3 3 3

11116N-P016 II II
KIISI-Fox

7 Good Morning
Rogers Callou
Paid

WOTY-UPII 10 17 11 30 Paid

Paid

KFV1I-C8S 12 12 12 12 Braided Show
Wi314
16 X 9 10 Ching- Barr17 SI 24

Truths

4/10111448 21 21 5 11 Arthur
IISKA-1•1 22 II 10
Chapel

7:30

Ellen Show

Tony Dena

News X

9 2 2 3 Paid

lISP

7:00

Good Morning America It

Regis and Kelly
Toner Seems Street X

Uons

Arthur

Couch

Troltz

Paid

Nadia lislchatt Judge Mathis X

DIvorce News

llooh- 'Banter

Jaiiers

hoer's Court

An*6Ey,Ey, Eye Eye i

Mid A& Starting Ow X

Rogers

Braider Show

Nanny

The Early Show (In Stereo)I

Regis and Kelly

The Price is Right Young-Restless

Roddord Res

Mattock (In Stereo] Magnum,Pi,I

Hip

Dickow Jewish

Nip

Habil-

Nail

To*

Hague

UN Tod Monne

Caked Dragon Caillou
Sabres Sabrins Paid

Meyer

Shrinks Barney

Sesame Street X

Paid

Bare

Paid

Living

Manage Inspire-

Mines-

Hickey

Lions

Teletub Rogers Reeding

Girl-

PWIGOIS Cosby

SpartsCanterI

Cosby

NFL Live Fast-

MR
ESPN2

24 29 266 SportsCanter 1
25 3025
NFL Live Fast-

MTV
TNT

26 46 27 24 (500)ISTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo) MTV Hits
24 27 39 14 Angel 'Players" X NYPD Blue X
NYPD Blue X

Gauntlet Retitled- RealWrl- RealWri- Mode -Rocker'
ER Now What'," it ER The Lost' .4 Judging Amy X

TLC

29 41 41

Baby

UR
USA

30 52 31 31 Flt UN
32 51 49 5 Coach

AMC
ME

34 5829 See* Arimilletie
35 35 44 27 Vandertas

FAN
NICK

36 53 36 2 Kong
Spider Ringers Rangers The 700 Club c
37 22 24 4 °Mem Odder- Sponge Sponp Dore
Go

HGTV

43 36 18

Hi-5 X

Save

SportsCenter X

SporisCentsr X

SportsCenter X

Peep X Bus

Series of Poker

Cold Pizza On Stereo) 11-.

Cold Pizza on Siam° Live I

Baby

Baby

Wedding Dating

Golden _Nanny

Workout Design- Design- Golden

Nanny

Coach *war **hi "K-Int9641),IMIN•aille Nash Bridges .4

I

The View (ll) X

Will

Mak-

Whet Not to Wear

Will

Unsolved Myst

The District FIT. The District I

Movie **a -The Chosen"(1N1)Robby Sore [Moyle:*** 'Jack& Sarah"(1995) Tr Against
Investigative
City Confidentiai
Sell
Movie: **a "Escape Rom Atcrear 0979)X

Rebecca Cretan Room

Guilts

!Living Gilmore Girls A.
1
i
Dora
Blues- Back-

Carol Duvall

Room

Room

IStep
Lazy-

Full Hu Full flee.
Max

Country Design- Clew

Dora

12

House

44 33 30 23 Paid
Deep Spaces
SPIKE
Paid
Paid
Paid
Stooges Stooges7Days In Stereo) !MticGyver X
-i52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved- Saved- ,Dawson's Creek X Movie: at "Ace Vaitura: Pet Defeceve" Becker Becker
WTBS
ARIES (March 21-Audi 19)
--,iTOON
*** Pressure builds in an
65 32 50
Movie: ** -Wakko's Wer(1999)
Ed, Edd Coden- Grim
Cartoon 'Tickle U
unprecedented manner, though
COURT 66 61
Trial Heat
Paid
hid
Paid
Paid
Open Court
you might just feel weighed
BET
BET
67 39
(500)9E7 Morning Inspiration
Jamie F. Jamie F. 106 & Park: Top 10 Live
'Mayans
down. In this mood, cooking up
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
CIITV
70 34
Dukes of Hazzard Dukes of Hazzard
i 5 DOI CMT Music
alternatives and solutions could
Mulching
HBO
KA 7151"be more difficult than you
Movie "InAsierable Cruely-1 "Unman"(2004)
Gutter Cleaning
Maar **** litank"(1997. Draina)teonardo DiCaprio. PG-13'1C
expected. Tonight: Togetherness
Bush Trimming
MAX
765 72 54
MO*:limel
Movie Red.(1981) tlbvie: "Exorcist The Befienning"(200M Movie: * -Sphere"(1998)PG-13 X
Other Services
works.
SHOW
NO 73 52
at'AO*the Ropes"(2004)
Boyfnend School'(1990) Movie: ***'.2 "f.fope and &ay(1987) Stealing
Moat
227-8575
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
DISN
78 31 57
Dood- Charlie lEinRolie
Break- Higgly `EinJoJo
pood- Charlie Wiggles lKoala
*** Others want a lot from
DNJ HANDYMAN
FLIX
you. You might have a sickening
745
*Mr Cialballe Movie:ea-eh 'Novara &Kr(1992, Drama)'PG Itiovie: The Pnncess Stallion" And You Thgte
We do all the odd lobs
feeling that inhibits you from
H1302
652
Movie:** Care Hardly Waif Taylor Movie ire* 'Warm Springs"(2005)'NR' Movie: -Maria Full a/ Grace' Ferns B
you don't have time
making a good decision. Your
for
A• CHA.RTFIR. li- \II KR VI E.! .1- 1 .1 RI1 .1 - 51E111 Si 0%1 II- 6 51...555.
vision takes you in many new
293-5438
directions. Be sure of what you
6:00
6:30
5:00 I 5:30
12:00 12:30
1:00 1 1:30
4:00 I 4:30
2:00 I 2:30 , 3:00
3:30
want from someone you care
ELECTRICIAN
News Fortune
Illal-MIC All My Children If One Life to Live General Hospital Judge J.IJudge J. News INews
News
ABC
New Const /Remodel/ about. Tonight: Don't dream; be
NewsI EnterWSL-MIC All My Children X One Life to Live General Hospital Tyra Banks Show Mantel Williams *News X ABC
realistic.
or trouble Lic and ins
WANK
Oprah
Winfrey
,
:
f
News
NBC
News
News
Dr.
Phil
GEMtNI
(May
21-June
20)
News
PassionsI
Days
of
our
Lives
(NI
wi/ 30 yrs exp Call
**** Reach out to others. You
News X
111TIF-CSS Y & R Talk of the Town Bold
753-7091
Guiding LightI As World Turns News •(r. 'Edition ,t News e News
might feel as if you don't have a
News X !Fortune
VIPSD411K Days of our Lives jPsslonsI
Edition Insider Dr. Phil(N)
Jeop- Million- [News X NBC
4choice. Be more in touch with
FUTRELL'S Tree
11141A8C All My ChildrenI One Life to Live General Hospital Dr. Phil iN)
ABC
News ,'Fortune
Oprah Winfrey •Ii News
long-term
desires.
your
You
Service
iNews-Lehrer
WIIPT-PBS
Maya
Post.
Arthur
might
not
think
you
are
able
to
Dragon
Cafford
Zoom
4
BerensLions
Reeding
CyberShrinks
Zoboo
Trimming,
removal.
achieve them right now. Think
SimpKBSI-Fos Brown Brown The 700 Club X Paid
Malcolm King Hillstump grinding, fire70s
Cops X Maury X
Fear Factor: through a decision carefully.
wood. Insured
RayHolly- AdvenWOTY-UPII Enter- Hay- NewsI House ReYes
Starting Over I Enter- Yes
Fine
Tonight: Talk up a storm.
489-2839.
1015-C85 News X Bold
Oprah Winfrey XI News X News News X RayAs World Turns Guiding Light If Ellen Show
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A risk could severely
WGN
News In Stereo) Magnum,P.1.1 Os Vinci's Inquest Cosby Cosby Marsha litoesha Home Home Home Videos
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
backfire if you aren't careful.
PAINTING
Chang- Magee Central Cerullo
Inspire- Inspire Fellow- Mass
Repents Discov- Mayhem Surf
WISP
Life Tod Your
Think about your long-term
•For all residential and
News-Lehrer
WIXOM GED
Cyber- Maya
Cafford Dragon GED
BusePre GED Berens- Shrinks Zoom X Postsecurity. You might want to vensmall commercial
VIDKA-MB My Wife Drew
Jerry Springer X Feud
Feud
Poke- Mega- %Wolin Cyber- _1,4y Wife Bernie Home 1Grifffth
ture forth and try some different
painting needs
approaches suggested by an
InterSportsCenter a Basketball
*Interior & Exterior
ESPN
NBA
NBA
Street- Seat- Street- 1st 410 NFL • Burning Horn
,
imaginative associate. Tonight:
*Custom spraying for
itiasketESPN2 Series of Poker Wire
Sports- Sports- Sports- Sides of Poker Seriesof Poker Holly- Tauite Frankly
Brainstorm over a yummy meal.
lawn/patio furniture
RealWr1-1RealWrlMTV
RearidRealWrlMiss
17
Horne
Home
Punk'd
Punk'd
Pureed
Puierd
TRUK
Miss
17
Louver doors I shutters
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Charmed •If
Law & OrderI
Law & Order IC
Alias(In Stereo)I CharmedI
TNT
Judging Amyl Law & Order Sf.
•No iob too small
**** Knowing what , you want
*Free estimates
has a lot to do with what will
Rides "Bond- 3r.
TLC
Younger Baby
Baby
Clean Sweep if Trading Spaces While You Out
Martha dei A
Baby
753-8858
work. You could be overly seriUFE
Unsolved liyst. Movie itir'4 'A Cooler Climate"(1999) Movie: 'Christmas in My Hornekninle Golden Golden Offerenr-Christmas
ous and take everything in more
6A
Movie: re Cats & Dogs (2001)I
JAG Trinity 'I To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything
Movie: "Stealing Christmas"(2003)
deeply than it was intended. You
Lleovie: **'.2 -PointBreak- i1991, Drama)'R'
AMC
(I145)Movie:*ft "Vitinsf AI Odds Movie: a* I'i -Delia Force 2"(1990)'R'
might even surprise yourself with
how much you could be raining
iCity Confidential American Justice
A&E
American Justice Sell
Movie: at* "Escape ROM Alcatraz`(1979)X Investigative
on your own parade. Tonight: At
:Smallvill ' Red"
FAN
Family Family Boy
Boy
FuliHse Fulllise Ground- Ground- Gilmore Girls .K. 7th Heaven 'K.
home, being entertained by a
NICK
Grown Phan- Oddpar- Neutron
Go
OddparOddparOdderOddparSponge
Drake
LazyRugrets
Robot
loved one.
HGTV
House
escorst- Sens!. MiniCill Design Design Design- House DeClever Homes Week- Land- Curb
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be drawn to
Police Videos
CSI: Crime Sal
SPIKE Deep Space9
Maximum Exp.
Star Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen
Star Trek Gen.
ideas that are slightly more negYes
Home Home Sainted Seinfeld RayRayViTBS Cosby Cosby Harvey Harvey Drew
Drew
Yes
ative than unusual. Be careful,
L&M
TOON Tom
Coden- Lyoko Titans Foster Lazio
Krypto Dexter Power- Mucha Ed, Edd Foster Totally Yu Gi
harsh
as
you
could
have
a
LAWN SERVICE
Cops X Cops X
COURT Beth Siam
Catherine Crier
NYPD Blue X.
Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments
impact
on
others.
Words
Leaf mulching &
exchanged might be forgiven but
BET
BET
Rap City-Bass, The Road Show 106 4 Park: Top 10 Live
removal, shrub, &
Student Center
BET Now
perhaps not forgotten. Tonight:
tree trimming
Dukes of Hazzard
Crossroads lin Stereo i
CIATV
Crossroads
CliT Music
Country 'Crossroads
Relax: be easygoing,
Call 753-1816
Scooby Movie: "Hearts in Adanes"IT, Movie: "Intolerable Cruelly(2003)X
/
2'Spangler(2004)4
1180
Movie: Crewman Movie: trer1
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
or 2/7-0611
cc Tales From The Hood"
*** Expenses could have you
MAX
/
2 "Ray'(2004) X Moat etre '7he ice Storm° Movie:** 'Solent Niger"(1996)'R
(11 15)MINirr *441
awed, if not stepping back and
SHOW Movie: Sliming Time(2001) Movie:10h "Hudson Hawk" Sleeper Movie: "sign a'The Times' Movie: cc "Against Me Ropes.'(20041
shaking your head You have far
LEE'S Carpet
ay. en ;Raven
Kim
Kim
Kim
Kim
1Proud Sister "Phil -71!Kim
DISH
Niggly Judo !Mouse Lilo
Cleaning
more control than you realize.
nit
,
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"Hower&
1993111/ode:
End"
(1992)
'PG'X
FLIX
**15
"Grumpy
Old
Men"
rye*
Movie:
love:
*re
-Gabe(1976)
'PG
1971
-since
Open up to possibilities. You still
*Carpets *Upholstery
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11802 Movie Ferris Bus&
(i997) Movie: ** -The Statement . :,2,,X12,, i-I 1140041: cc'The War at Home"(1996)
1Movie: "The
*Emergency Water
committing -- OK? Tonight: Keep
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Sex &
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Nightfine
Jim
Fascinating
People
Rodney
Newel
753-5827
ents an issue. At the same time,
Last Call
Tonight Show
Late Night
IVSMV-NBC The Biggest Loser "217 X
News
Lew 4 Order:SVU
you will be confused about what .
.
Late Late Show
to do or which way to go Decide
poleThreshold In Stereo) News
Late Show
WTVF-CBS NCtS 'Probe"(1114 Amazing Race
MASTER Plumber.
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Late Night
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NewsI Tonight Show
Law & Order: SVU
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Love and Logic
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Cheaters
Life
WOTV-UPN Next Top Model
News
Friends Oprah Winfrey'k
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Late Late Show
Friends
Threshold an Stereo( News I Late Show
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2003 Pleasure- Way
Model Excel- MP Van/
only
Motorhome.
12,000 miles Like new,
must see Loaded with
extras fully contained
including
generator
Cali
Only $45,000
270-753-0020 or
270-293-4814
530
Services Clamed
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work
4924688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Complete
Service
removal trimming, etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AAA Handymen
Electrical, plumbing.
carpentry. decks,
ceramic & floor tiles.
etc New, remodel 35
experience
years
Prompt. dependable
Free
estimates
(270)753-9210 anytime

AFFORDABLE
Tree
Service Topping, tree
removal and clean-up
Licensed and insured.
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442
270-970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair.
sagging floors. termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certlfied septic
installation
.Custom dozer
backhoe service
kPonds
*Driveways
•Insurecl
753-9503. 978-0343

David's Cleaning
Services
tVt' Spet

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
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Tonight, Try a different style.
BORN TODAY
Actor Jeff Fahey (1956), actress
Diane Ladd (1942)
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